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ABSTRACT




Chair: Dennis S. Bernstein
The ultimate goal of system identification is the identification of possibly nonlinear
systems in the presence of unknown deterministic and stochastic noise using robust,
efficient algorithms that are amenable to recursive implementation. Throughout the
dissertation, we will consider incrementally more difficult problems in system iden-
tification, with the aim of achieving this goal. Specifically, we begin by considering
the simplest case of identifying linear systems with no noise. Afterwards, we allow
for deterministic noise, followed by stochastic noise. Finally, we conclude by allowing
for an unknown Hammerstein nonlinearity, before attempting to solve the problem of
identifying a more general class of nonlinear systems.
Our motivation for considering these problems in system identification is con-
trol. Specifically, we are interested in implementing control algorithms which require
either a polynomial matrix model of the system or the Markov parameters of the
system, such as in retrospective cost adaptive control and model predictive control.
Furthermore, we seek to develop recursive algorithms for identification to allow for
online system identification, such as on aircraft in flight. Thus we focus exclusively on
ix
least-squares-based estimation of Markov parameters and polynomial matrix models.
The novel contributions of this work are: theory and algorithms for relating
Markov parameters and polynomial matrix models, a finite-data analysis of persis-
tency in time-domain identification, the zero buffering technique, an analysis of the
consistency of µ-Markov-based least-squares estimates in errors-in-variables identi-
fication of linear and Hammerstein system identification, an algorithm for solving
equality-constrained multivariate polynomial least-squares problems, an algorithm
for computing the nullspace of large sparse matrices that retains sparsity, and an




The goal of system identification is to estimate a model of a system’s dynam-
ics based on a finite amount of input and output data sampled from the system.
One of the simplest and oldest techniques for estimating a model is the method of
least-squares, which despite being more than 200 years old, remains the backbone of
the system identification literature for several reasons, most notably, the flexibility
of its applicability, the simplicity and efficiency of computing its solution, and its
amenability to recursive calculation. Furthermore, due to its longstanding use in the
field, least-squares has been thoroughly investigated [1–8], usually as the amount of
sampled data approaches infinity.
The case of infinite data is particularly interesting to researchers since, in the
presence of random noise, the strong law of large numbers implies that the ensemble
average of a sequence of independent and identically distributed random variables
converges in the limit to its mean. Furthermore, the assumption that the random
variables are independent and identically distributed is relaxed in several sources [5,6],
allowing us to conclude, in a wide variety of cases, that the estimate of the system
model converges with probability one to its true value, in which case we say that
the estimate is consistent. However, one of the bedrock requirements in establishing
such claims is persistency. Roughly speaking, if an input signal is persistent, then the
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system is uniquely identifiable given the sampled data. In terms of the asymptotic
nature of a signal, persistency has been studied in [9].
Circumstances in which the least-squares estimates are consistent are well-known,
and limited mainly to the case where the system is of a special form such as the
equation error model [6], or the noise autocorrelation function is known [10, 11]. In
other cases, consistency can be established, although this usually requires solving a
nonconvex form of the least-squares cost function, such as in prediction error methods
[4].
However, despite its widespread use, there are still several unresolved questions
in least-squares-based identification. For instance:
• How should persistency be defined in terms of finite data sets?
• How can we increase the persistency of a signal?
• Can deterministic noise processes be handled exactly when only finite data sets
are available?
• Are there any invariant system parameters that can be estimated consistently,
even when the system model cannot be consistently estimated?
• Can least squares be used for Hammerstein system identification even when a
parametric form for the Hammerstein nonlinearity is unknown?
• Is it possible to solve more complex least-squares problems in semi-closed form,
that is, guarantee that we can obtain the set of local and global minimizers?
Furthermore, although least-squares methods can be used to identify state-space and
frequency domain models [2,12], presently we focus on the identification of polynomial
matrices, which, despite also being extensively investigated several decades ago, still
have some open problems [13–17], for example:
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• What is the direct relationship between polynomial matrices and their Markov
parameters?
• Are there reliable numerical methods for computing Markov parameters directly
from polynomial matrices and vice versa?
1.1 T-2 Subscale Jet Transport Aircraft
In the remainder of this dissertation, we consider the identification of the T-2
subscale jet transport aircraft flying about a trim condition as an example of the
type of system we can identify, where the T-2 subscale aircraft is a 5.5 percent,
dynamically-scaled model of a generic commercial twin-engine jet transport aircraft
[18–21]. The T-2 aircraft is shown in flight in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: T-2 Subscale Jet Transport Aircraft. Credit: NASA Langley Research Center.
Specifically, we will attempt to identify the 50 Hz, zero-order-hold, linearized
longitudinal model of the T-2 subscale aircraft from the elevator to the angle of
attack given by
(







where δe ∈ R denotes the elevator deflection in radians, α ∈ R denotes the angle of
attack in radians, and r denotes the backward shift operator, that is, for a general
3
signal y(k) ∈ Rp,
ry(k) = y(k − 1).
Our motivation for attempting to identify a discrete-time model of the T-2 air-
craft is control. Specifically, we are interested in applying retrospective cost adaptive
control [22] on the T-2 aircraft under various off-nominal flight conditions. However,
to implement the retrospective cost algorithm, we require knowledge of either the
polynomial matrix model (1.1) or its Markov parameters. Furthermore, we would
like to develop robust recursive algorithms for identification in the case where the
system model may change drastically in flight, for instance, when a control surface
becomes stuck. Hence we focus exclusively on least-squares-based identification of
the polynomial matrix model (1.1) and its Markov parameters.
1.2 Problem Statement
With the T-2 subscale aircraft model in mind, we will consider identification of
the broader class of polynomial matrix systems of the form
A0y(k) + · · ·+ Any(k − n) = B0u(k) + · · ·+ Bnu(k − n), (1.2)
where n is a nonnegative integer, A0, . . . , An ∈ R
p×p, B0, . . . , Bn ∈ R
p×m, y(k) ∈ Rp
is the output, and u(k) ∈ Rm is the input. The T-2 aircraft model (1.1) can be seen
as a special case of (2.3), where n = 2, m = p = 1, the elevator deflection δe is taken
to be the input u, and the angle of attack α is taken to be the output y.

























u(n + 1) · · · u(N)
...
...
u(1) · · · u(N − n)
y(n) · · · y(N − 1)
...
...




















y(n + 1), · · · , y(N)
]
,
where we consider the properties of the least-squares estimate Θ̂N of Θ given by











where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of (·). Specifically, we consider the problem
of determining in what sense Θ̂N is “close” to Θ, by addressing several variants of
this problem:
i) Under what conditions does ΦN have full rank? (Chapter III)
ii) How can we ensure that ΦN has full rank? (Chapter IV)
iii) How does deterministic noise affect the least-squares estimate? (Chapter V)
iv) How does random noise affect the least-squares estimate? In what sense does
Θ̂N approximate Θ? (Chapter VI)
v) In what sense does Θ̂N approximate Θ when nonlinearities are present? (Chapter
VII)
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vi) Can we solve more fundamentally nonlinear optimization problems in semi-closed
form? (Chapter VIII)
1.3 Chapter Outlines
Since we focus on the identification of polynomial matrix systems, we begin with
the necessary background concerning polynomial matrices and address several ques-
tions in realization theory, namely: How are polynomial matrices directly related to
Markov parameters both theoretically and numerically? In later chapters, we use
these interrelations to establish the µ-Markov model and to obtain semi-consistent
polynomial matrix estimates from semi-consistent Markov parameter estimates.
Chapter II - Polynomial Matrices and Markov Parameters
Polynomial matrix and state-space models provide alternative and complemen-
tary parametric representations for multivariable linear systems, with transfer func-
tion models providing an easy-to-work-with link between the two [13–16]. Similarly,
frequency response models and Markov parameter models provide additional, albeit
nonparametric, representations for the same systems [2, 23].
The subject of realization theory then, is to transform one type of model into an-
other [13,24,25]. For example, the transformation from a state-space model (Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃)









B̃ + D̃, and the transformation from a Markov parameter model to a
state-space model is established by the Ho-Kalman algorithm [1, 13, 26].
However, although many of these transformations are theoretically understood,
some, such as transformation from a state-space model to a polynomial matrix model,
may not be easy to compute, and numerical (rather than symbolic) algorithms are
needed. To this end, [1] provides a robust numerical link between the Markov pa-
rameter and state-space models in the form of the eigensystem realization algorithm,
6
which utilizes the singular value decomposition and Ho-Kalman algorithm to con-
struct a minimal state-space model from a sufficient number of Markov parameters.
Similarly, other authors have developed numerical approaches to realization theory,
such as [27], although most of the available literature tends to fall into the broad class
of system identification, that is, numerical algorithms for transforming input/output
data into a given model type [2–4,6].
In this chapter, we develop the numerical and theoretical link between polynomial
matrix and Markov parameter models, so as to provide a complete picture of the
interrelationships between different linear system representations. Furthermore, this
work is important in several modern control areas, such as adaptive control [28,
29] and model predictive control [30–32], where polynomial matrix models are still
preferred over state-space models and where system identification may yield only
Markov parameters of the system and not the polynomial matrix system directly
[3, 33].
The development of numerical and theoretical links between polynomial matrix
and Markov parameter models is carried out entirely within the context of polyno-
mial matrices without the use of rational functions; consequently, rational transfer
functions do not appear. This approach removes the need to explicitly discuss poles
and zeros, singularities, and cancellations, thus allowing us to focus on the essential
algebraic structure of the problem in terms of polynomial matrices. Furthermore,
the algorithms that we develop do not depend on symbolic computation, but rather
are entirely numerical. This approach circumvents possible ill-conditioning that can
arise in symbolic computations that depend on exact cancellation of the coefficients
of operator powers.
The contents of Chapter II are as follows. First, we present preliminaries concern-
ing polynomial matrices. Next, after introducing the problem statement, we discuss
the theoretical relationship between polynomial matrices and Markov parameters.
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Finally, we present several numerical algorithms for transforming Markov parameter
models into polynomial matrix models and vice versa, followed by numerical examples
and conclusions.
Chapter III - Persistency
Persistency is a bedrock requirement of system identification. Roughly speaking,
persistency guarantees that the inputs to the system and the resulting outputs have
sufficient richness in spectral content to ensure that the system dynamics can be
uniquely determined when no noise is present. These comments apply to both time-
domain and frequency-domain identification objectives.
In the frequency-domain context, necessary and sufficient conditions are estab-
lished in [9] for the degree of richness of the input to generate an informative ex-
periment. One of these conditions is equivalent to the requirement that the spectral
density of the input be nonzero at a specified number of frequencies. These conditions
are also extended to closed-loop identification. In [34], signals that maximize persis-
tency as defined by various cost criteria are examined, whereas in [35], persistency in
the time-domain is based on the informative value of the state. Persistency within a
behavioral context is developed in [36].
All of these persistency conditions are defined in terms of either the statistics of
the input and output signals, or in terms of the asymptotic nature of these signals,
see, for example, [9]. This approach is especially applicable to stochastic analysis in
which unbiasedness (zero mean of the error probability distribution) and consistency
(convergence with probability one to the true value in the limit of infinite data) are
desired properties of the estimate.
In Chapter III we reconsider the notion of persistency within a deterministic,
finite-data context. Instead of stochastic analysis, we approach persistency in terms of
the condition number of the regressor matrix. Specifically, we consider autoregressive
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input models, and analyze the resulting rank and condition number of the regressor
matrix. We make no assumption about the input or output of the system prior to
the start of the data record, nor do we assume that the system begins at rest.
Chapter III also investigates the feasibility of estimating the degree of the system
in terms of the rank of the regressor matrix. In particular, we show that the rank of
the regressor matrix is related to the degree of persistency of the input, the degree
of the model, and the degree of the true system, providing an easily implementable
technique for estimating the degree of the true system. Although noise in the input
and output signals corrupts this degree estimate, under moderate signal to noise
ratios, the degree of the true system can be estimated with useful accuracy.
The contents of Chapter III are as follows. First, we provide a brief problem
statement. Then we examine persistency from a regression point of view, analyzing
the numerical persistency of several signals, defining the degree of persistency, and
proving its relation to the rank of the regressor matrix. We also provide conditions
on the degree of persistency of the input such that the regressor matrix has full rank,
and introduce a degree-estimation technique along with two examples. Finally, we
end with conclusions.
Chapter IV - Zero Buffering
While Chapter III addresses how to analyze previously collected data sets, Chapter
IV examines a simple technique for choosing (or augmenting) the input before the
data is collected so that the input is strongly persistent, and thus the data are more
informative.
The novel contribution of Chapter IV is the technique of zero buffering, in which
a signal is preceded by a sequence of zeros. Furthermore, we show that the degree of
persistency of a signal is increased by zero buffering. In particular, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of zero buffering in increasing the degree of persistency of a Schröder-
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phased signal [37], which, without zero buffering, yields a poorly conditioned regressor
matrix. Thus, without zero buffering, the Schröder-phased signal has limited value in
time-domain least-squares identification despite its ubiquity in the literature [37–40].
The contents of Chapter IV are as follows. First, we introduce zero buffering
and show that it can increase the persistency of a signal. Then we give a numerical
example in which a Schröder-phased signal is zero-buffered, show that zero buffering
improves the conditioning of the regressor matrix, and show that the zero-buffered
signal dramatically improves the quality of the estimation results in a numerical
example. Finally we state some conclusions.
Chapter V - Deterministic Noise
In this chapter, we introduce a complementary definition to the degree of per-
sistency called the full degree of persistency, and show that this notion is useful for
understanding how deterministic signals propagate through polynomial matrix mod-
els. Furthermore, we show that both the system and deterministic noise can be
identified exactly via overparameterization using ordinary least-squares. Specifically,
by combining the noise and system model, we arrive at a single polynomial matrix
model, which can be identified reliably using computationally efficient techniques.
Furthermore, the system and noise process can be decoupled using one of the many
matrix fraction decomposition techniques available in the literature [41–43].
The contents of this chapter are as follows. First, we define the full degree of
persistency, and show how this concept is related to how signals propagate through
polynomial matrix models. Then we show that, by combining the system and noise
model, we can identify the coupled model reliably using ordinary least-squares, fol-
lowed by conclusions.
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Chapter VI - Consistency and Semi-Consistency
In the previous chapters, we developed a framework for handling deterministic
processes in identification. In this chapter, we allow for random noise processes.
Specifically, we consider the identification of polynomial matrix models in the pres-
ence of input and output measurement noise, a longstanding problem in system iden-
tification known as errors-in-variables identification [2, 44, 45]. A challenging aspect
of this problem is to obtain consistent parameter estimates, that is, parameter es-
timates that converge to the true values with probability 1 as the amount of data
increases without bound. When the autocorrelation function of the noise on the input
and output is known to within a scaling, consistent parameter estimation is possible
by using the Koopman-Levins algorithm [11]. This approach has been revisited and
refined over the years; numerous references are given in [10].
When the noise properties are unknown, instrumental variables techniques can be
applied, and consistency is achievable under specific assumptions [46, 47]. Another
approach is to use prediction error methods, which depend on the ability to compute
the global minimizer of a nonconvex function [6]. The frequency domain approach
given in [48] also yields consistency, although the model order is required to increase
rapidly as the amount of data increases.
The approach that we consider in this chapter is based on the µ-Markov model,
which is a µ-step prediction model that has the property that µ coefficients of the
numerator polynomial are Markov parameters of the system [49]. The usefulness of
this model structure is the fact that, under arbitrary output noise and with an input
signal that is a realization of a white stochastic process, least-squares estimates of the
Markov parameters are consistent. This result is noted without proof in [50], and a
related result is given in [51], although the proof given in [51] is incomplete.
Interest in consistent estimates of the Markov parameters stems from the fact that
the Markov parameters can be used to construct a consistent state-space model by
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using the Ho-Kalman algorithm [1], or to construct a consistent polynomial matrix
model using the algorithms developed in Chapter II. In this chapter we consider
a least-squares technique for extracting polynomial matrices from Markov parame-
ters, which is based on the results of Chapter II. Furthermore, we show that, given
consistent Markov parameter estimates, the polynomial matrix estimates are also
consistent. Several methods for estimating Markov parameters are compared in [52].
The first goal of this chapter is to provide an extension and complete proof of
the result mentioned above, namely, that the µ Markov parameters of a µ-Markov
model can be estimated consistently when the input is a realization of a white noise
process and the outputs are corrupted by noise with arbitrary unknown statistics
and spectrum. Since the proof is formulated in a MIMO setting using polynomial
matrices, this result extends the results of [50, 51]. The second goal of this chapter
is to prove that the Markov parameters can be estimated consistently to within an
unknown scale factor when the input is a realization of a white noise process and
the inputs are corrupted by a white noise process independent of the input, in which
case we say that the Markov parameters estimates are semi-consistent. Furthermore,
we show that semi-consistent polynomial matrix estimates are obtainable from semi-
consistent Markov parameter estimates.
The contents of the chapter are as follows. First, we present preliminaries con-
cerning the µ-Markov model and convergence with probability one. Then we present
the problem statement, and show two circumstances in which either the system coef-
ficients or Markov parameters can be identified consistently. Finally, we show how to
obtain semi-consistent linear system estimates from semi-consistent Markov parame-
ter estimates, followed by conclusions.
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Chapter VII - Parametric and Nonparametric Hammerstein System Iden-
tification
Hammerstein system identification is a block-structured method of nonlinear sys-
tem identification, which parameterizes the system as a static nonlinearity, followed
by a linear dynamic system. Hammerstein models are widely used in the literature
because of their ability to capture a wider variety of phenomenon than linear dy-
namic systems alone, and the relative ease with which they can be identified. Indeed,
several prominent methods are available for Hammerstein system identification such
as [53–65]. However, at their core, there are essentially two main competing methods:
1. Methods that parameterize the Hammerstein nonlinearity, then solve a least-
squares-type optimization problem using zig-zag optimization.
2. Methods that employ separable inputs such that identification of the linear
system and Hammerstein nonlinearity become decoupled.
The primary purpose of the chapter is to demonstrate that ersatz nonlinearities are
ubiquitous in Hammerstein system identification. Furthermore, we present a method
for identifying the linear system with no knowledge of the Hammerstein nonlinearity.
This method is based on identifying the Markov parameters in the µ-Markov model.
We then show numerically that for finite data, this method yields Markov parameter
estimates with a lower variance than correlation-based methods. We also show that
this method is capable of producing accurate estimates for unstable systems, while
the correlation-based method yields estimates with an unacceptably large variance.
The contents of the chapter are as follows. First, we present the problem state-
ment, and show that when a parametric form for the Hammerstein is known, identi-
fication of the Hammerstein nonlinearity and linear system can be formed as a linear
optimization problem via overparameterization. Then we show how to decouple the
Hammerstein nonlinearity and linear system. Finally, we establish conditions under
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which the Markov parameters of the linear system can be identified with no knowledge
of the Hammerstein nonlinearity using correlation-type methods.
Chapter VIII - Nonlinear Least-Squares
As system identification stretches the boundaries of optimal estimation toward
ever more complicated scenarios, that is, with nonlinearities present and under more
difficult noise assumptions, the optimization problems that need be solved also be-
gin to push the boundaries of what is possible. Specifically, system identification is
typically concerned with posing an optimization problem and attributing properties
such as unbiasedness or consistency to its global minimizer [2, 3, 6]. However, as
the identification problems become more difficult, the applicability of advanced sys-
tem identification theory becomes harder to justify when the global minimizer also
becomes increasingly difficult to ascertain. Indeed, many minimization methods guar-
antee that we find only a local minimizer, while also exhibiting a sometimes severe
dependence on the initial guess.
Here we present a method for solving equality-constrained multivariate polyno-
mial least-squares problems in a general manner. Specifically, although this problem
has been addressed in algebraic geometry, all of the available literature appears to
revolve around Gröbner bases and symbolic multivariate polynomial division algo-
rithms [66, 67]. Here we show how to solve the same problem using linear algebra
techniques. Specifically, we show that this problem amounts to nothing more than
the computation of the nullspace of a large sparse matrix, and then computing the ze-
ros of a scalar, univariate polynomial. Furthermore, the method we present does not
rely on an initial guess, and yields the set of local and global minimizers to equality-
constrained multivariate polynomial optimization problems when there exist a finite
number of local and global minimizers.
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CHAPTER II
Polynomial Matrices and Markov Parameters
We consider polynomial matrix representations of MIMO linear systems and their
connection to Markov parameters. Specifically, we develop theory and numerical
algorithms for transforming polynomial matrix models into Markov parameter mod-
els, and vice versa. We also provide numerical examples to illustrate the proposed
algorithms.
2.1 Introduction
Polynomial matrix and state-space models provide alternative and complemen-
tary parametric representations for multivariable linear systems, with transfer func-
tion models providing an easy-to-work-with link between the two [13–16]. Similarly,
frequency response models and Markov parameter models provide additional, albeit
nonparametric, representations for the same systems [2, 23].
The subject of realization theory then, is to transform one type of model into an-
other [13,24,25]. For example, the transformation from a state-space model (Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃)









B̃ + D̃, and the transformation from a Markov parameter model to a
state-space model is established by the Ho-Kalman algorithm [1, 13, 26].
However, although many of these transformations are theoretically understood,
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some, such as transformation from a state-space model to a polynomial matrix model,
may not be easy to compute, and numerical (rather than symbolic) algorithms are
needed. To this end, [1] provides a robust numerical link between the Markov pa-
rameter and state-space models in the form of the eigensystem realization algorithm,
which utilizes the singular value decomposition and Ho-Kalman algorithm to con-
struct a minimal state-space model from a sufficient number of Markov parameters.
Similarly, other authors have developed numerical approaches to realization theory,
such as [27], although most of the available literature tends to fall into the broad class
of system identification, that is, numerical algorithms for transforming input/output
data into a given model type [2–4,6].
The goal of the present chapter is to develop the numerical and theoretical link
between polynomial matrix and Markov parameter models, so as to provide a com-
plete picture of the interrelationships between different linear system representations.
Furthermore, this work is important in several modern control areas, such as adaptive
control [28, 29] and model predictive control [30–32], where polynomial matrix mod-
els are still preferred over state-space models and where system identification may
yield only Markov parameters of the system and not the polynomial matrix system
directly [3, 33].
The development of numerical and theoretical links between polynomial matrix
and Markov parameter models is carried out entirely within the context of polyno-
mial matrices without the use of rational functions; consequently, rational transfer
functions do not appear. This approach removes the need to explicitly discuss poles
and zeros, singularities, and cancellations, thus allowing us to focus on the essential
algebraic structure of the problem in terms of polynomial matrices. Furthermore,
the algorithms that we develop do not depend on symbolic computation, but rather
are entirely numerical. This approach circumvents possible ill-conditioning that can
arise in symbolic computations that depend on exact cancellation of the coefficients
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of operator powers.
The contents of this chapter are as follows. First, we present preliminaries concern-
ing polynomial matrices. Next, after introducing the problem statement, we discuss
the theoretical relationship between polynomial matrices and Markov parameters.
Finally, we present several numerical algorithms for transforming Markov parameter
models into polynomial matrix models and vice versa, followed by numerical examples
and conclusions.
2.2 Polynomial Matrices
In this section, we introduce polynomial matrices in the backward shift operator
r, employing the standard notation
rny(k) = y(k − n),
where r [y(k)] represents the signal that results from r operating on the signal y. For
a complete treatment of matrices, polynomial matrices, and realization theory, refer
to any of the excellent books [16, 17, 68, 69].
Remark 2.2.1. Alternatively, throughout the chapter, one could view r as an
indeterminate. However, in this case, definitions such as that of a causal system
(Definition 2.2.10) have no physical meaning. 
We begin by introducing infinite polynomial matrices, or polynomial matrix ex-
pansions, since polynomial matrices can be viewed as a special case of infinite poly-
nomial matrices.









Then we denote G ∈ Rp×m∞ [r]. Furthermore, by convention, G(r) = 0p×m if and only
if Gi = 0p×m for all i ≥ 0.
Definition 2.2.2. Let C0, C1, . . . , Cs ∈ R
p×m and
C(r) , C0 + C1r + · · ·+ Csr
s. (2.2)
Then we denote C ∈ Rp×m[r]. Furthermore,
i) We say that C(r) is diagonal if m = p and C0, . . . , Cs are diagonal. If, in addition,
there exists η ∈ R[r] such that C(r) = η(r)Ip, then C(r) is quasi-scalar.
ii) We say that Cj is the trailing coefficient of C(r) if Cj is nonzero and C0 = · · · =
Cj−1 = 0p×m. If, in addition, m = p and Cj is nonsingular, then we say that
C(r) is regular. If, in addition, Cj = Ip, then we say that C(r) is comonic.
Remark 2.2.2. Given F ∈ Rp×m[r] or F ∈ Rp×m∞ [r], we sometimes refer to Fi
without explicitly defining a form for F (r) such as (2.1) or (2.2). It should be clear
that Fi refers to the i
th coefficient matrix of F (r), that is, the coefficient matrix which
multiplies ri. 
Next, note that for all C ∈ Rp×p[r], the determinant and adjugate of C(r)
can be computed with addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations. Hence
det [C(r)] ∈ R[r] and adj [C(r)] ∈ Rp×p[r].
Definition 2.2.3. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r]. Then C(r) has full normal rank if
det [C(r)] 6= 0.
Fact 2.2.1. Let C, E ∈ Rp×p[r] and F (r) , C(r)E(r). Then F (r) has full normal
rank if and only if C(r) and E(r) have full normal rank.
Proof. det [F (r)] = det [C(r)] det [E(r)]. 
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Fact 2.2.2. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] have full normal rank and let G, H ∈ Rp×m∞ [r]. Then
C(r)G(r) = 0p×m if and only if G(r) = 0p×m. Furthermore, C(r)G(r) = C(r)H(r) if
and only if G(r) = H(r).




is nonzero since C(r) has full normal rank.





Next, let C(r)G(r) = 0p×m. Then









and hence Fi = αiG0 = 0p×m. However, since αi is nonzero, G0 = 0p×m. Furthermore,
since G0 = 0p×m, it follows that Fi+1 = αiG1 = 0p×m, and therefore G1 = 0p×m.
Hence, by induction we have that Gi = 0p×m for all i ≥ 0, that is, G(r) = 0p×m.
Third, let G(r) = 0p×m. Then C(r)G(r) = 0p×m follows immediately. Similarly, if
G(r) = H(r), then C(r)G(r) = C(r)H(r).
Finally, let C(r)G(r) = C(r)H(r). Then
C(r) [G(r) − H(r)] = 0p×m,
and hence, as we already showed, G(r) − H(r) = 0p×m, that is, G(r) = H(r). 
Fact 2.2.3. If C ∈ Rp×p[r] is regular, then C(r) has full normal rank.
Proof. Let Cj be the trailing coefficient of C(r) and let C(r) , r
jC ′(r) where
C ′(r) , Cj + Cj+1r + · · ·+ Cj+kr
k.
Next, since C(r) is regular, Cj is nonsingular. Hence
det [C ′(0)] = det [Cj] 6= 0,
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and thus C ′(r) has full normal rank.
Finally, since rj has full normal rank, from Fact 2.2.1, we have that C(r) has full
normal rank. 
Fact 2.2.4. If C ∈ Rp×p[r] is nonzero and quasi-scalar, then C(r) has full normal
rank.
Proof. Since C(r) is nonzero and quasi-scalar, C(r) is regular. Hence, from Fact
2.2.3, C(r) has full normal rank. 
Definition 2.2.4. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r]. Then C(r) is unimodular if there exists
E ∈ Rp×p[r] such that E(r)C(r) = Ip.
Remark 2.2.3.Equivalently, from Definition 2.2.4, we have that C(r) is unimod-
ular if and only if det [C(r)] is a nonzero constant. 
Definition 2.2.5. Let C, L ∈ Rp×p[r] and D ∈ Rp×m[r]. Then
i) L(r) is a left factor of (C, D) if there exist E ∈ Rp×p[r] and F ∈ Rp×m[r] such
that C(r) = L(r)E(r) and D(r) = L(r)F (r).
ii) L(r) is a greatest left factor of (C, D) if L(r) is a left factor of (C, D) and, for every
left factor L′(r) of (C, D), there exists U ∈ Rp×p[r] such that L(r) = L′(r)U(r).
iii) L(r) is a greatest quasi-scalar factor of (C, D) if L(r) is a quasi-scalar left factor of
(C, D) and, for every quasi-scalar left factor L′(r) of (C, D), there exists η ∈ R[r]
such that L(r) = L′(r)η(r).
iv) (C, D) is left coprime if every left factor of (C, D) is unimodular.
Analogous definitions apply for right factors, greatest right factors, and right coprime.
Note that, when referring to a pair (C, D), we drop the argument r, for conciseness.
Also, note that for every (C, D), there exist greatest left and right factors of (C, D)
[15].
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Fact 2.2.5.Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] and D ∈ Rp×p[r]. The zero polynomial is a left factor
of (C, D) if and only if C(r) and D(r) are both zero.
Proof. First, let L(r) = 0p×p be a left factor of (C, D). Then there exist
C ′ ∈ Rp×p[r] and D′ ∈ Rp×m[r] such that C(r) = L(r)C ′(r) and D(r) = L(r)D′(r).
However, since L(r)C ′(r) = 0p×p and L(r)D
′(r) = 0p×m for every C
′ ∈ Rp×p[r] and
D′ ∈ Rp×m[r], it follows that C(r) and D(r) are both zero.









D′(r). Hence L(r) = 0p×p is a left
factor of (C, D). 
Fact 2.2.6. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] and D ∈ Rp×p[r], where C(r) and D(r) are not both
zero. Then the greatest comonic quasi-scalar factor of (C, D) is unique.
Proof. First, since C(r) and D(r) are not both zero, then from Fact 2.2.5, the
zero polynomial is not a left factor of (C, D). Hence greatest quasi-scalar factors of
(C, D) are nonzero.
Next, let L, L′ ∈ Rp×p[r] be greatest comonic quasi-scalar factors of (C, D). Then
L(r) and L′(r) are nonzero, and from Definition 2.2.5, there exist η, µ ∈ R[r] such
that L(r) = L′(r)η(r) and L′(r) = L(r)µ(r). Furthermore, η(r) and µ(r) are nonzero
since L(r) and L′(r) are nonzero.
Third, note that L(r) = η(r)µ(r)L(r). Furthermore, since L(r) is nonzero and
quasi-scalar, then from Fact 2.2.4, L(r) has full normal rank, and from Fact 2.2.2, it
follows that η(r)µ(r) = 1. Hence η, µ ∈ R.
Finally, since L(r) and L′(r) are both comonic, it follows that η(r) = µ(r) = 1,
that is, L(r) = L′(r). Thus the greatest comonic quasi-scalar factor of (C, D) is
unique. 
Definition 2.2.6. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] and D ∈ Rp×m[r]. Then the principal factor
of (C, D) is Ip if C(r) = 0p×p and D(r) = 0p×m. Otherwise, the principal factor of
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(C, D) is the greatest comonic quasi-scalar factor of (C, D).
Definition 2.2.7.Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] and let D(r) ∈ Rp×p[r] be the principal factor of





























Fact 2.2.7. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r]. Then the minimal adjugate and minimal determi-
nant of C(r) are unique.
Proof. Let D(r) be the principal factor of (adj[C], det[C]Ip) and suppose that





D(r)F (r). Furthermore, since the principal factor D(r) is defined to be comonic, it
is nonzero. Therefore, from Fact 2.2.4, D(r) has full normal rank, and it follows from
Fact 2.2.2 that E(r) = F (r), that is, the minimal adjugate is unique.





D(r)β(r) = D(r)γ(r), and from Fact 2.2.2, β(r) = γ(r), that is, the minimal deter-









= 0 if and only if C ∈ Rp×p[r] does not
have full normal rank. 
Example 2.2.1. Let α, β, γ ∈ R[r] be nonzero, let αi be the trailing coefficient














1) The determinant of E(r) is given by
det [E(r)] = α2(r)β(r)γ(r).





















4) The minimal determinant of E(r) is given by
mdet [E(r)] = αiα(r)β(r)γ(r).

















Definition 2.2.8. Let C, E ∈ Rp×p[r] and D, F ∈ Rp×m[r]. Then (E, F ) is
a multiple of (C, D) if there exists L ∈ Rp×p[r] with full normal rank such that
E(r) = L(r)C(r) and F (r) = L(r)D(r). Furthermore,
i) (E, F ) is a comonic multiple of (C, D) if E(r) is comonic.
ii) (E, F ) is a quasi-scalar multiple of (C, D) if E(r) is quasi-scalar.
Remark 2.2.5. A quasi-scalar multiple is analogous to a transfer function repre-
sentation of a MIMO system since the system can be written as a rational polynomial









f1,1(r) · · · f1,m(r)
...
...




































Note however, that we have made no definition of the meaning 1/r, and one must
be particularly careful in defining rational functions of operators since in general, an
operator is not a one-to-one mapping. 
Definition 2.2.9. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] and D ∈ Rp×m[r]. Also, let s be the smallest
nonnegative integer such that C(r) is of the form (2.2). Then the degree of C(r) is s
if C(r) is nonzero, and −∞ if C(r) is zero. Finally, let s be the degree of C(r) and
let t be the degree of D(r). Then the degree of (C, D) is max(s, t).
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Next we show that the minimal adjugate provides us with a quasi-scalar multi-
ple (C⋆, D⋆) of (C, D) with the lowest possible degree, where C⋆(r) is the minimal
determinant of C(r).









, and βi be the trailing coefficient of β(r). Then
(C⋆, D⋆) , (EC/βi, ED/βi) = (β/βiIp, ED/βi),
is the unique comonic quasi-scalar multiple of (C, D) of the lowest degree.
Proof. First, since C(r) has full normal rank, β(r) 6= 0. Hence, from Fact
2.2.4, β(r)Ip has full normal rank. Furthermore, since β(r)Ip has full normal rank
and E(r)C(r) = β(r)Ip, then from Fact 2.2.1, E(r) also has full normal rank. Hence
(EC, ED) = (βIp, ED) is a quasi-scalar multiple of (C, D).
Next, from Fact 2.2.7, the minimal adjugate is unique. Hence (FC, FD) is a
quasi-scalar multiple of (C, D) if and only if there exists a nonzero µ ∈ R[r] such that
F (r) = µ(r)E(r). Furthermore, if the degree of µ(r) is greater than zero, the degree
of (FC, FD) is greater than the degree of (C⋆, D⋆). Hence (C⋆, D⋆) is the unique
comonic quasi-scalar multiple of (C, D) of the lowest degree. 
Definition 2.2.10. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] and D ∈ Rp×m[r]. Also, assume there exists
G ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] such that
C(r)G(r) = D(r).
Then (C, D) is causal, G(r) is a Markov parameter polynomial of (C, D), and Gi is
an ith Markov parameter of (C, D).
Remark 2.2.6. In section 2.8, we show that this definition of Markov parameters
is consistent with the usual state-space definition of Markov parameters. 
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Fact 2.2.8.Let C, E ∈ Rp×p[r] and D, F ∈ Rp×m[r]. Also, let (E, F ) be a multiple
of (C, D). Then (E, F ) is causal if and only if (C, D) is causal.
Proof. First, since (E, F ) is a multiple of (C, D), there exists L ∈ Rp×p[r] with
full normal rank such that (E, F ) = (LC, LD).
Next, let (E, F ) be causal. Then there exists G ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] such that
E(r)G(r) = L(r)C(r)G(r) = L(r)D(r) = F (r).
Hence from Fact 2.2.2, C(r)G(r) = D(r), that is, (C, D) is causal.
Finally, let (C, D) be causal. Then there exists G′ ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] such that C(r)G
′(r) =
D(r). Hence
L(r)C(r)G′(r) = E(r)G′(r) = F (r) = L(r)D(r),
and therefore, (E, F ) is causal. 
Fact 2.2.9. Let E ∈ Rp×p[r] be comonic, let F ∈ Rp×m[r], and let
E(r) = Ipr
ℓ + Eℓ+1r
ℓ+1 + · · ·+ Esr
s,
F (r) = F0 + F1r + · · · + Fsr
s,
where 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ s. If (E, F ) is causal, then F0 = · · · = Fℓ−1 = 0p×m and the Markov
parameter polynomial of (E, F ) is given later in Theorem 2.4.1.
Proof. Since (E, F ) is causal, there exists G ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] such that E(r)G(r) =
F (r). Hence, computing the product E(r)G(r), it follows that F0 = · · · = Fℓ−1 =
0p×m. 
Fact 2.2.10. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] have full normal rank, let D ∈ Rp×m[r], and let
(C, D) be left coprime and causal. Then C0 is nonsingular.
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Proof. First, from Proposition 2.2.1, there exists a comonic multiple (E, F ) =
(LC, LD) of (C, D). Furthermore, from Fact 2.2.8, since (C, D) is causal, (E, F ) is
causal. Hence, letting Eℓ denote the trailing coefficient of E(r), from Fact 2.2.9 we
have that F0 = · · · = Fℓ−1 = 0p×m. Therefore rℓIp is a left factor of (E, F ).
Next, since (C, D) is left coprime, L(r) is a greatest left factor of (E, F ). Hence
there exists L′ ∈ Rp×p[r] such that L(r) = rℓL′(r).
Finally, letting (E ′, F ′) , (L′C, L′D), we have that E ′0 = Ip. Furthermore, since
E ′0 = L
′
0C0 = Ip, it follows that C0 is nonsingular. 
Fact 2.2.11. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] have full normal rank and let C0 ∈ R
p×p be nonsin-
gular. Also, let
β(r) , mdet [C(r)] = β0 + β1r + · · ·+ βsr
s.
Then β0 is nonzero.
Proof. Let D(r) = µ(r)Ip denote the principal factor of (adj[C], det[C]Ip), where
µ ∈ R[r]. Then det [C(r)] = µ(r)β(r). Furthermore, since C0 is nonsingular, we have
that
0 6= det [C0] = det [C(0)] = µ(0)β(0).
Hence β0 = β(0) is nonzero. 
2.3 Problem Formulation
Consider the linear time-invariant system
A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k), (2.3)
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where r is the backward shift operator, A ∈ Rp×p[r] has full normal rank, B ∈ Rp×m[r],
y ∈ Rp is the output, u ∈ Rm is the input, (A, B) is left coprime and causal, and (2.3)
holds for all k ∈ K. Also, let (A⋆, B⋆) be the unique comonic quasi-scalar multiple of
(A, B) given by Proposition 2.2.1, and let
A(r) , A0 + A1r + · · · + Anr
n,
B(r) , B0 + B1r + · · ·+ Bnr
n,
A⋆(r) , Ip + a
⋆




B⋆(r) , B⋆0 + B
⋆




where a⋆1, . . . , a
⋆
n⋆ ∈ R. This notation is assumed for the rest of the chapter.
Throughout the chapter, we have two objectives in mind, namely
1) Given a not necessarily left coprime multiple of (A, B), compute the Markov pa-
rameters of (A, B).
2) Given a sufficient number of the Markov parameters of (A, B), compute a multiple
of (A, B).
We show how to obtain both of these objectives numerically.
Remark 2.3.1. The trailing coefficient of A⋆(r) is the identity as a result of
Proposition 2.2.1, Fact 2.2.10, and Fact 2.2.11. 
Remark 2.3.2. Let (C, D) be a multiple of (A, B). Since A(r) has full normal
rank, then from Fact 2.2.1, C(r) also has full normal rank. 
2.4 Markov Parameters
In this section, we develop Markov parameters algebraically from polynomial ma-
trices. Furthermore, we show that the Markov parameters of (A, B) and the Markov
parameters of every multiple of (A, B) are equal and unique.
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Theorem 2.4.1. Let (E, F ) be a comonic multiple of (A, B) given by
E(r) , Ipr
ℓ + Eℓ+1r
ℓ+1 + · · ·+ Esr
s,
F (r) , F0 + F1r + · · ·+ Fsr
s,
where 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ s. Also, let H(r) ,
∑∞
i=0 Hir
i, where, for all i ≥ 0,





and Fj , 0p×m for j > s. Then H(r) is the Markov parameter polynomial of (A, B)
and every multiple of (A, B).
Proof. First, from Proposition 2.2.1, there exists a comonic multiple of (A, B).
Furthermore, recalling that (A, B) is causal, Fact 2.2.8 implies that (E, F ) is also
causal. Hence, from Fact 2.2.9, F0 = · · · = Fℓ−1 = 0p×m.
Next, let G(r) , E(r)H(r). Then for i ≥ 0, we have that














Fi, ℓ ≤ i ≤ s,
0p×m, otherwise,
that is, G(r) = F (r). Therefore E(r)H(r) = F (r), and thus H(r) is a Markov
parameter polynomial of (E, F ).
Next, since (E, F ) is a multiple of (A, B), there exists L ∈ Rp×p[r] with full normal
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rank such that E(r) = L(r)A(r) and F (r) = L(r)B(r). Hence
E(r)H(r) = L(r)A(r)H(r) = L(r)B(r) = F (r),
and from Fact 2.2.2, A(r)H(r) = B(r). Thus H(r) is a Markov parameter polynomial
of (A, B). Furthermore, if H ′′ ∈ Rp×m[r] is also a Markov parameter polynomial of
(A, B), then A(r)H ′′(r) = B(r), and hence A(r)H(r) = A(r)H ′′(r). Thus from
Fact 2.2.2, H ′′(r) = H(r), and it follows that H(r) is the unique Markov parameter
polynomial of (A, B).
Finally, for every multiple (A′, B′) of (A, B), there exists M ∈ Rp×p[r] with full
normal rank such that A′(r) = M(r)A(r) and B′(r) = M(r)B(r). Hence A(r)H(r) =
B(r) implies M(r)A(r) = A′(r)H(r) = B′(r) = M(r)B(r), and it follows that H(r)
is a Markov parameter polynomial of (A′, B′). Furthermore, if H ′′′ ∈ Rp×m[r] is also
a Markov parameter polynomial of (A′, B′), then A′(r)H ′′′(r) = B′(r), and hence
A′(r)H(r) = A′(r)H ′′′(r). Thus from Fact 2.2.2, H ′′′(r) = H(r), and it follows that
H(r) is the unique Markov parameter polynomial of (A′, B′). 
Theorem 2.4.2. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] have full normal rank, let D ∈ Rp×m[r], and let
H ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] be the Markov parameter polynomial of (A, B) and (C, D), that is,
A(r)H(r) = B(r),
C(r)H(r) = D(r).
Then (C, D) is a multiple of (A, B).
Proof. Let CR ∈ R
p×p[r] be a greatest right factor of (A, C). Then there exist
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AL ∈ R




Furthermore, since A(r) and C(r) have full normal rank, from Fact 2.2.1, we have
that AL(r), CL(r), and CR(r) have full normal rank.








. Since A(r) = AL(r)CR(r),
then E(r)A(r) = β(r)CR(r), and hence
CL(r)E(r)A(r) = CL(r)β(r)CR(r) = β(r)C(r).
Third, since C(r)H(r) = D(r), then
β(r)C(r)H(r) = β(r)D(r) = CL(r)E(r)A(r)H(r) = CL(r)E(r)B(r),
and hence (CLEA, CLEB) = (βC, βD).
Next, since (A, B) is left coprime and CL(r)E(r) has full normal rank, CL(r)E(r) is
a greatest left factor of (CLEA, CLEB). Furthermore, since β(r)Ip is also a left factor
of (CLEA, CLEB), it follows that there exists F ∈ Rp×p[r] such that CL(r)E(r) =
β(r)F (r) and hence (βFA, βFB) = (βC, βD).
Finally, since AL(r) has full normal rank, βIp has full normal rank. Thus from
Fact 2.2.2, F (r)A(r) = C(r) and F (r)B(r) = D(r). Furthermore, since CL(r)E(r)
has full normal rank and CL(r)E(r) = β(r)F (r), from Fact 2.2.1 it follows that F (r)
has full normal rank. 
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2.5 Numerical Manipulation of Polynomial Matrices
In this section, we introduce notation and definitions that we use to numerically
manipulate polynomial matrices.
Definition 2.5.1. Let F ∈ Rp×m[r] have degree n and be given by
F (r) , F0 + F1r + · · ·+ Fnr
n.
Then for s ≥ 0 and t ≥ 0,
θ (F ) ,
[
F0 · · · Fn
]
∈ Rp×m(n+1),
θs (F ) ,
[
F0 · · · Fs
]
∈ Rp×m(s+1),

















. . . F1






























. . . F1 F2
...






































Ks,t(F ) ∈ R
(m[s+1]+ps)×m(s+t+1),
where Fi = 0p×m for all i > n, and we drop the argument r for conciseness.




is obtained by removing
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Fact 2.5.1. Let E ∈ Rp×m[r] be of degree n and let C ∈ Rm×l[r] be of degree s.
Then the first n + 1 matrix coefficients of the product D(r) , E(r)C(r) are given by
θn (D) = θ (E)Tn (C) ,
and all of the n + s + 1 matrix coefficients of D(r) are given by
θ (D) = θ (E)Tn,s (C) .






from which Fact 2.5.1 follows. 
Fact 2.5.2. Let E ∈ Rp×m[r] be of degree n, F ∈ Rm×l∞ [r], and t ≥ 0. Then the
first n + t + 1 matrix coefficients of the product G(r) , E(r)F (r) are given by
θn+t (G) = θ (E) Tn,t (F ) ,






from which Fact 2.5.2 follows. 
Remark 2.5.2. Let D ∈ Rp×m[r] be given by
D(r) ,
[



























































Proof. See [68]. 
2.6 Numerical Algorithms for Computing the Markov Pa-
rameters
Here we demonstrate how to compute the Markov parameters of (A, B) from a
multiple of (A, B) numerically. Since Theorem 2.4.1 is constructive given a comonic
multiple of (A, B), first we present two methods of computing a comonic multiple of
(A, B) numerically.
Proposition 2.6.1. Let (C, D) be a multiple of (A, B). Then there exists a


















= UTt (C) , (2.7)
and let L ∈ Rp×p[r] be the polynomial matrix of degree t such that
θ (L) , U.
Then (E, F ) = (LC, LD) is a comonic multiple of (A, B) and (C, D).
Proof. From Proposition 2.2.1, there exists a comonic multiple (E ′, F ′) =
(L′C, L′D) of (A, B) and (C, D). Hence, letting Eγ be the trailing coefficient of














′) Tγ (C) .
Thus there exists a nonnegative t such that (2.6) holds.
Finally, since there exists a nonnegative t such that (2.6) holds, there exists a
U ∈ Rp×p(t+1) such that (2.7) holds (θt(L′) being one such U). Hence,





that is, E(r) is comonic. Therefore (E, F ) is a comonic multiple of (A, B) and (C, D).

Algorithm 2.6.1. Let (C, D) be a given multiple of (A, B) of degree s. The fol-
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lowing algorithm yields a comonic multiple (E, F ) = (LC, LD) of (A, B), as described
in Proposition 2.6.1.
1) t = −1.
2) t = t + 1.













5) If u < v, go to step 2. Otherwise, continue.




T +t (C), where (·)
+ denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized
inverse.
7) θ (E) = θ (L) Tt,s (C).
8) θ (F ) = θ (L) Tt,s (D).
Next, we present an alternative method for computing a comonic multiple of
(A, B). Specifically, we show how to compute a comonic quasi-scalar multiple of
(A, B) from an arbitrary multiple (C, D) of (A, B).
Proposition 2.6.2. Let (C, D) be a multiple of (A, B) of degree s and let

























Furthermore, let U ∈ R(pm+1)(t+1) be a nonzero vector in the nullspace of W Tt , and
let γ′ ∈ R[r] and F ′ ∈ Rp×m[r] be the polynomial matrices of degree t such that

























Then γ′(r) is nonzero. Finally, let γi be the trailing coefficient of γ
′(r), and let
γ(r) , γ′(r)/γi and F (r) , F
′(r)/γi. Then (γIp, F ) is a comonic quasi-scalar multiple
of (A, B).
Proof. First, letting E(r) , madj [C(r)] and β(r) , mdet [C(r)], it follows that
C(r)E(r)D(r) = β(r)D(r).













where β(r) is nonzero since C(r) has full normal rank. Thus, letting η denote the






















Thus there exists a nonnegative t such that (2.8) holds.
Next, since there exists a nonnegative t such that (2.8) holds, there exists a nonzero
U ∈ R(pm+1)(t+1) in the nullspace of W Tt . Furthermore, from the definition of γ
′(r)





















and hence from Fact 2.5.1, we have that C(r)F ′(r) = γ′(r)D(r).
Next, suppose that γ′(r) is zero. Then C(r)F ′(r) = 0p×m and therefore, since
C(r) has full normal rank, from Fact 2.2.2, F ′(r) = 0p×m. However this contradicts
the fact that U is nonzero. Hence γ′(r) is nonzero.
Finally, letting H ∈ Rp×m[r] denote the Markov parameter polynomial of (A, B)
and (C, D), it follows that
C(r)H(r) = D(r),
C(r)γ(r)H(r) = γ(r)D(r) = C(r)F (r).
Therefore from Fact 2.2.2, γ(r)H(r) = F (r). Furthermore, since γ(r)Ip is comonic
and quasi-scalar, from Fact 2.2.4, γ(r) has full normal rank. Therefore, from Theorem
2.4.2, (γIp, F ) is a comonic quasi-scalar multiple of (A, B). 
Algorithm 2.6.2.Let (C, D) be a given multiple of (A, B) of degree s. The follow-
ing algorithm yields a comonic quasi-scalar multiple (γIp, F ) of (A, B), as described
in Proposition 2.6.2.
1) t = −1.
2) L(r) = Im ⊗ CT (r).






4) t = t + 1.















= 0, go to step 4. Otherwise, continue.
7) Choose a nonzero vector U ∈ R(pm+1)(t+1) in the nullspace of W Tt , and scale U
such that the first nonzero component is 1.
























Remark 2.6.1. Proposition 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 provide two alternative ways of ob-
taining a comonic multiple of (A, B) numerically, with the main difference being
that Proposition 2.6.1 provides a comonic multiple of both (A, B) and (C, D), while
Proposition 2.6.2 provides a quasi-scalar comonic multiple that is only guaranteed
to be a multiple of (A, B). Typically, Proposition 2.6.1 will provide a comonic mul-
tiple of lower degree than Proposition 2.6.2, due to the quasi-scalar requirement in
Proposition 2.6.2, however this is not always the case. One of the benefits of Proposi-
tion 2.6.2 is that quasi-scalar multiples exhibit a direct link to transfer function, and
thus state-space, models, as shown in Section 2.8, albeit at the expense of increased
computational complexity. 
Now that we have shown how to compute a comonic multiple of (A, B) numerically,
Theorem 2.4.1 can be used to compute the Markov parameters of (A, B) algebraically.
Specifically, we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 2.6.3. Let (C, D) be a multiple of (A, B) and let (E, F ) be a
comonic multiple of (A, B) computed using either Proposition 2.6.1 (Algorithm 2.6.1)
or Proposition 2.6.2 (Algorithm 2.6.2). Then the Markov parameters of (A, B) are
given by (2.4).
2.7 Numerical Algorithms for Computing a Multiple of (A, B)
Here we present two methods of computing a multiple of (A, B) numerically from
the Markov parameters of (A, B).
Proposition 2.7.1. Let H ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] be the Markov parameter polynomial of





























Finally, letting (2.11) hold, letting E ∈ Rp×p[r] have full normal rank, letting F ∈
Rp×m[r], and
[
θ (E) −θ (F )
]
Ks,n̄(H) = 0p×m(s+n̄+1), (2.12)
then (E, F ) is a multiple of (A, B).
Proof. First, since (A⋆, B⋆) is a quasi-scalar multiple of (A, B), then
A⋆(r)H(r) = B⋆(r).
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Furthermore, from (2.4), for all j ≥ 1 we have that
a⋆n⋆Hj + · · ·+ a
⋆
1Hn⋆+j−1 + Hn⋆+j = 0p×m,





n⋆ + · · ·+ Hn⋆+j−1a
⋆
1 + Hn⋆+j = 0p×m. (2.13)
Next, suppose that n̄ = n⋆+1. Then from (2.13), the columns of Kt,n̄(H) beginning







































































Similarly, for all j ≥ 1, the columns of Kt,n⋆+j(H) beginning with Ht+n⋆+j are in
the column space of the previous mn⋆ columns. Hence, by induction, we have (2.9).
Furthermore, (2.10) follows directly from (2.9) since Kt,n̄(H) is obtained by removing
the first p rows of Kt,n̄(H).








































where, since A⋆(r) is comonic with A⋆0 = Ip, we have (2.11).
Finally, let E(r) have full normal rank and let (2.12) hold. Then from (2.9), for
all j ≥ 1, we have that
[





















Therefore, from Fact 2.5.2, E(r)H(r) = F (r), and from Theorem 2.4.2, (E, F ) is a
multiple of (A, B). 
Algorithm 2.7.1.Let n̄ be a known upper bound for n⋆, that is, n̄ ≥ n⋆. Also, let
H(r) be the Markov parameter polynomial of (A, B), and let H0, . . . , H2n̄+1 be given.
Then following algorithm yields a comonic multiple (E, F ) of (A, B), as described in
Proposition 2.7.1.
1) s = 0.
2) s = s + 1.





4) v = rank [Ks,n̄(H)].
5) If u < v, go to step 2. Otherwise, continue.
6) W = θs+n̄(H)K
+
s,n̄(H), where (·)
+ denotes the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse.




























Next, we present an alternative method for computing a comonic multiple of
(A, B). Specifically, we show how to compute a comonic quasi-scalar multiple of
(A, B) from the Markov parameters of (A, B).
Proposition 2.7.2. Let H ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] be the Markov parameter polynomial of



































⋆) = 01×pm(s+n̄+1), (2.16)





then (γIp, F ) is a quasi-scalar multiple of (A, B).









Therefore, from (2.4), for all j ≥ 1 we have that
a⋆n⋆H
⋆



















Thus (2.14) follows directly from the proof of Proposition 2.7.1.










































where, since a⋆(r) is comonic with a⋆0 = 1, we have (2.15).

































Therefore, from Fact 2.5.2, γ(r)H⋆(r) = D(r), and from Fact 2.5.3,
γ(r)H(r) = F (r).
Furthermore, since γ(r) is nonzero and quasi-scalar, from Fact 2.2.4, γ(r)Ip has full
normal rank. Hence, from Theorem 2.4.2, (γIp, F ) is a multiple of (A, B). 
Algorithm 2.7.2.Let n̄ be a known upper bound for n⋆, that is, n̄ ≥ n⋆. Also, let
H(r) be the Markov parameter polynomial of (A, B), and let H0, . . . , H2n̄+1 be given.




. Then the following algorithm
yields a quasi-scalar comonic multiple (γIp, F ) of (A, B), as described in Proposition
2.7.2.
1) s = 0.
2) s = s + 1.






= 0, go to step 2. Otherwise, continue.
5) Choose a nonzero vector U ∈ R1×(pm+1)(s+1) in the left nullspace of Ks,n̄(H⋆).

























Remark 2.7.1. As in the previous section, Proposition 2.7.1 and 2.7.2 provide
two alternative ways of obtaining a comonic multiple of (A, B) numerically from the
Markov parameters, with the main difference being that Proposition 2.7.1 provides a
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comonic multiple, while Proposition 2.7.2 provides a quasi-scalar comonic multiple.
Proposition 2.7.1 will always provide a comonic multiple of degree less than or equal to
Proposition 2.7.2, due to the quasi-scalar requirement in Proposition 2.7.2. However,
one of the benefits of Proposition 2.7.2 is that quasi-scalar multiples exhibit a direct
link to transfer function, and thus state-space, models, as we demonstrate in the
following section, albeit at the expense of increased computational complexity. 
Remark 2.7.2. In both Algorithm 2.7.1 and Algorithm 2.7.2, it is required that
an upper bound n̄ for n⋆ is known. However, in practice, this may be difficult or
impossible to ascertain. In this case, we would advise the reader to take an initial
guess of for the upper bound, say n1, and run the algorithms as proposed. If in
Algorithms 2.7.1 and 2.7.2, the rank conditions are not satisfied for s ≤ n1, then
increase n1, provide more Markov parameters, and run the algorithms again. 
2.8 Connection with State-Space Models
Here we consider the connection between polynomial matrix models, state-space
models, and Markov parameters. Specifically, we review the well-known method
of obtaining a polynomial matrix model from a state-space model, and then show
that, using the Markov parameters of the state-space model, we can obtain the same
polynomial matrix model using the algorithms in the present chapter, particularly
Proposition 2.7.1. Furthermore, we show that all of the same rank properties pre-
sented in Proposition 2.7.1 still hold when the Markov parameters are generated from
a state-space model, where n⋆ is replaced by the degree of the state-space model which
generates the Markov parameters.
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Proposition 2.8.1. Consider the state-space system
x(t) = rÃx(t) + rB̃u(t),
y(t) = C̃x(t) + D̃u(t),
where Ã ∈ Rn×n, B̃ ∈ Rn×m, C̃ ∈ Rp×n, and D̃ ∈ Rp×m, x ∈ Rn is the state, u ∈ Rm











B(r) , rC̃E(r)B̃ + A(r)D̃.
Then A(r)y(t) = B(r)u(t).
Proof.




+ A(r)D̃u(t) = B(r)u(t).

Definition 2.8.1. Let Ã ∈ Rn×n, B̃ ∈ Rn×m, C̃ ∈ Rp×n, and D̃ ∈ Rp×m. Also, for
i ≥ 1, let
H0 , D̃, H1 , C̃B̃, H2 = C̃ÃB̃, · · · , Hi , C̃Ã
i−1B̃.
Then Hj is the j







is the Markov parameter polynomial of (Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃).
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Proposition 2.8.2. Consider the controllable state-space model
x(t) = rÃx(t) + rB̃u(t),
y(t) = C̃x(t) + D̃u(t),
where Ã ∈ Rn×n, B̃ ∈ Rn×m, C̃ ∈ Rp×n, and D̃ ∈ Rp×m, x ∈ Rn is the state, u ∈ Rm
is the input, and y ∈ Rp is the output. Furthermore, let n̄ ≥ n and let H ∈ Rp×m∞ [r]






























B(r) , rC̃E(r)B̃ + A(r)D̃,
then
[
θn (AIp) −θn (B)
]
Kn,n̄ (H) = 0p×m(n+n̄+1), (2.19)










Proof. First, note that from Definition 2.5.1 and Definition 2.8.1, for all n̄ ≥ n
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the controllability matrix of (Ã, B̃). Furthermore, since (Ã, B̃, C̃, D̃) is controllable,
































that is, the final m(n̄−n) columns of Kt,n̄(H) are in the column space of the previous
mn columns and therefore (2.17). Similarly, we have (2.18).
Next, note that
































































that is, A(r)H(r) = B(r).
Finally, note that A(r) has degree less than or equal n from the definition of the
determinant, and from the definition of the adjugate in terms of the cofactor matrix,
it follows that E(r) has degree less than or equal n − 1. Hence B(r) has degree less
than or equal to n. Therefore, since (A, B) has degree less than or equal n, and
A(r)H(r) = B(r), we have (2.19). Furthermore, since
A(0) = det
[
In − 0 × Ã
]
= 1 = A0,
we have (2.20). 
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2.9 Numerical Examples
In the following, we illustrate Algorithm 2.6.1, Algorithm 2.6.2, Proposition 2.6.3,





(2 + r) (3 + r)









(1 + r) (2 + r) (3 + r)









(1 + r) (2 + r)










12 + 10r + 2r2 17 + 13r + 2r2









9 + 8r + 2r2 12 + 10r + 2r2 15 + 12r + 2r2










12 17 10 13 2 2









9 12 15 8 10 12 2 2 2





where we insert vertical lines in θ(·) to separate coefficients.
Example 2.9.1. Let C(r) and D(r) be given by (2.24) and (2.25), respectively.
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The following example illustrates Algorithm 2.6.1.














for t = 0 and t = 1. Since the ranks both equal 3 for t = 1, we move to step 6.
σ̄ [Tt(C)] σ̄ [It(C)]
t σ̄2 σ̄3 σ̄4 σ̄2 σ̄3 σ̄4
0 6.2×10−17 0.015
1 0.65 3.7×10−4 2.0×10−21 0.65 1.2×10−2 1.6×10−17





−25.5 8.5 1 3










ǫ1 ǫ1 1 ǫ1 24 36 8 8









ǫ2 ǫ1 ǫ1 5 1 −3 16 24 32 8 8 8







ǫ1 , 1.1369 × 10
−13,
ǫ2 , −5.6843 × 10
−14,
ǫ3 , 9.9476 × 10
−14,
ǫ4 , −2.8422 × 10
−14.
Therefore, we can see that the multiple (E, F ) = (LC, LD) = (LNA, LNB) is
comonic. 
Example 2.9.2. Let C(r) and D(r) be given by (2.24) and (2.25), respectively.
The following example illustrates Algorithm 2.6.2.
First, we begin by constructing L(r) = I3⊗CT (r) and M(r) = vec [D(r)]
T . Then,
examining the following table, which displays the inverse condition number of Wt for

























5 1 −3 −1 −1 −1





Next, we would like to verify that (γI2, F ) is indeed a multiple of (A, B). To
accomplish this, note that if H ∈ R2×3∞ [r] is the Markov parameter polynomial of
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(A, B), we should have that
A(r)H(r) = B(r),
γ(r)H(r) = F (r),
and therefore
γ(r)A(r)H(r) = A(r)γ(r)H(r) = A(r)F (r) = γ(r)B(r).
Thus, to compare the accuracy of our computed quasi-scalar comonic multiple, let












= 1.018 × 10−14,
where ‖ ·‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of (·), and this type of percent error is meant
to give us some indication of how far the product γ(r)B(r) is from A(r)F (r). Since
this number is small, numerically we have that A(r)F (r) = γ(r)B(r).
Finally, since A(r)F (r) = γ(r)B(r), we have that
γ(r)B(r) = A(r)F (r) = A(r)γ(r)H(r),
and hence from Fact 2.2.2, it follows that γ(r)H(r) = F (r). Furthermore, since γ(r)
is nonzero and quasi-scalar, from Fact 2.2.4, γ(r)I2 has full normal rank. Hence from
Theorem 2.4.2, (γI2, F ) is a comonic quasi-scalar multiple of (A, B). 
Remark 2.9.1. The comonic multiple of (A, B) generated in Example A.2.1 has
a higher degree, 3, than the quasi-scalar comonic multiple of (A, B) generated in Ex-
ample 2.9.2, which has a degree of 1. While this may seem counterintuitive since the
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constraint of generating a quasi-scalar comonic multiple appears to be more restric-
tive, the reason lies in how the multiple is generated. Specifically, in Algorithm 2.6.1
(Proposition 2.6.1 and Example A.2.1), we search for a comonic multiple of (C, D).
Hence the degree of the multiple generated by Algorithm 2.6.1 will always be greater
than or equal to the degree of (C, D). However, in Algorithm 2.6.2 (Proposition 2.6.2
and Example 2.9.2), we search for a quasi-scalar multiple of (A, B) directly, that
is, the quasi-scalar comonic multiple (γ, F ) of (A, B) is in general not a multiple of
(C, D). 
Example 2.9.3. Let C(r) and D(r) be given by (2.24) and (2.25), respectively.
The following example illustrates Proposition 2.6.3.
First, we compute the Markov parameters of (A, B) using the multiples of (A, B)





















and Hi = H1 for every i ≥ 1.
Next, computing the error ε(r) , A(r)H(r) − B(r), we find that
‖θ9(ε)‖F
‖θ(B)‖F
= 1.191 × 10−13.
Hence numerically, we find that A(r)H(r) = B(r), that is, the Markov parameters
are indeed the Markov parameters of (A, B). 
Example 2.9.4. Let C(r) and D(r) be given by (2.24) and (2.25), respectively.
The following example illustrates Algorithm 2.7.1.
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First, assume that n̄ = 4 is an upper bound for n⋆. Then, since n̄ = 4, we use the
first 9 Markov parameters from Example 2.9.3.
Next, the following table displays the third through eighth normalized singular
values (σ̄i , σi/σmax) of Ks,n̄(H) and Ks,n̄(H) for s = 0 and s = 1. Since the ranks









s σ̄3 σ̄4 · · · σ̄7 σ̄8 σ̄3 σ̄4 σ̄5 σ̄6 σ̄7 σ̄8
0 1 0.04 0.04 8×10−16
1 0.05 0.05 · · · 0.04 8×10−16 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03 3×10−15





1 0 −4/13 12/13









+5 +1 −3 −4/13 −4/13 −4/13
















it follows that (E, F ) = (LA, LB). Hence (E, F ) is a comonic multiple of (A, B). 
Example 2.9.5. Let C(r) and D(r) be given by (2.24) and (2.25), respectively.
The following example illustrates Algorithm 2.7.2.
First, assume that n̄ = 4 is an upper bound for n⋆. Then, since n̄ = 4, we use the
first 9 Markov parameters from Example 2.9.3. Furthermore, for every i ∈ [0, 8], we
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construct H⋆i = vec [Hi]
T , that is,
H⋆0 =
[









Next, examining the following table, which displays the inverse condition number
of Ks,n̄(H





> 0 for s = 1.
s σmin [Ks,n̄(H⋆)] /σmax [Ks,n̄(H⋆)]
0 0.042
1 2.9×10−15










5 1 −3 −1 −1 −1





which is similar to the quasi-scalar comonic multiple (γI2, F ) generated in Example
2.9.2 up to rounding errors.
Finally, as in Example 2.9.2, we should find that A(r)F (r) = γ(r)B(r). Thus,
letting ε1(r) , A(r)F (r) − γ(r)B(r) and ε2(r) , A(r)F (r), we find that
‖θ (ε1)‖F
‖θ (ε2)‖F
= 2.041 × 10−14,
and hence, numerically we have that A(r)F (r) = γ(r)B(r). Furthermore, as in Ex-
ample 2.9.2, we find that this implies that (γI2, F ) is a comonic quasi-scalar multiple
of (A, B). 
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Remark 2.9.2. As evidenced by the previous examples, all of the proposed algo-
rithms require, at some point, one to determine the rank of a matrix, which is always
a very delicate task, even for these small examples. Furthermore, we do not suggest
rigid guidelines for choosing tolerances for rank conditions, since presumably these
choices would be motivated by the problem at hand, specifically the conditioning of
the problem. For instance, suppose that a row or column of the Markov parameter
polynomial was significantly smaller than the others. Then the results would be in-
fluenced by the practioner’s determination whether the row or column in question is
due to round-off errors or not. 
Remark 2.9.3. In the examples presented here, access to the original system
allows us to ascertain the accuracy of the computed object. However, this is not
possible for the practitioner, who may need to develop reliability tests. These should
be motivated by how the end object is to be used. For instance, if the practitioner
has access to the Markov parameters of a system, and computes a multiple of (A, B)
from the Markov parameters, one could save the final x Markov parameters, that is,
not include them in the algorithms, then check how small A(r)H(r) − B(r) is using
the saved Markov parameters. However, if one is interested in the accuracy of the
spectral content of the system (A, B), then some other test may be required. 
2.10 Conclusions
We have considered polynomial matrix representations of MIMO linear systems
and their connection to Markov parameters. Specifically, we have developed theory
and numerical algorithms for transforming polynomial matrix models into Markov
parameter models, and vice verse. We have also provided numerical examples to




In this chapter, we consider the notion of persistency within a deterministic, finite-
data context, namely, in terms of the rank and condition number of the regressor
matrix ΦN , which contains input and output data. We also investigate the feasibility
of estimating the degree of a system in terms of the singular values of the regressor
matrix by showing that the rank of the regressor matrix ΦN is related to the degree of
persistency of the input, the degree of the model, and the degree of the true system.
3.1 Introduction
Persistency is a bedrock requirement of system identification. Roughly speaking,
persistency guarantees that the inputs to the system and the resulting outputs have
sufficient richness in spectral content to ensure that the system dynamics can be
uniquely determined when no noise is present. These comments apply to both time-
domain and frequency-domain identification objectives.
In the frequency-domain context, necessary and sufficient conditions are estab-
lished in [9] for the degree of richness of the input to generate an informative ex-
periment. One of these conditions is equivalent to the requirement that the spectral
density of the input be nonzero at a specified number of frequencies. These conditions
are also extended to closed-loop identification. In [34], signals that maximize persis-
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tency as defined by various cost criteria are examined, whereas in [35], persistency in
the time-domain is based on the informative value of the state. Persistency within a
behavioral context is developed in [36].
All of these persistency conditions are defined in terms of either the statistics of
the input and output signals, or in terms of the asymptotic nature of these signals,
see, for example, [9]. This approach is especially applicable to stochastic analysis in
which unbiasedness (zero mean of the error probability distribution) and consistency
(convergence with probability one to the true value in the limit of infinite data) are
desired properties of the estimate.
In the present chapter we reconsider the notion of persistency within a deter-
ministic, finite-data context. Instead of stochastic analysis, we approach persistency
in terms of the condition number of the regressor matrix. Specifically, we consider
autoregressive input models, and analyze the resulting rank and condition number
of the regressor matrix. We make no assumption about the input or output of the
system prior to the start of the data record, nor do we assume that the system begins
at rest.
This chapter also investigates the feasibility of estimating the degree of the system
in terms of the rank of the regressor matrix. In particular, we show that the rank of
the regressor matrix is related to the degree of persistency of the input, the degree
of the model, and the degree of the true system, providing an easily implementable
technique for estimating the degree of the true system. Although noise in the input
and output signals corrupts this degree estimate, under moderate signal to noise
ratios, the degree of the true system can be estimated with useful accuracy.
The contents of this chapter are as follows. In Section 3.2, we provide a brief
problem statement. Then in Section 3.3, we examine persistency from a regression
point of view, analyzing the numerical persistency of several signals, defining the
degree of persistency, and proving its relation to the rank of the regressor matrix. In
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Section 3.4, we provide conditions on the degree of persistency of the input such that
the regressor matrix has full rank, and introduce a degree-estimation technique along
with two examples. Finally, we end with conclusions in Section 3.5.
3.2 Problem Statement
Consider the system
A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k), (3.1)
where A ∈ Rp×p[r], B ∈ Rp×m[r], (A, B) is of degree n, y ∈ Rp, u ∈ Rm, and u and
y are sampled for k = 1, . . . , N . Then the problem is to determine conditions on the
signal u such that the system (3.1) is uniquely identifiable from the samples of the
signals u and y.
3.3 Persistency in Regression
We begin by considering the finite impulse response model, and show how to
construct the regression equations. Specifically, consider the system
y(k) = B(r)u(k), (3.2)
where B ∈ Rp×m[r], y ∈ Rp, u ∈ Rm, and
B(r) , B0 + B1r + · · ·+ Bnr
n.
Then from (3.2), we have that















u(n + 1) · · · u(N)
...
...










y(n + 1), · · · , y(N)
]
∈ Rp×(N−n). (3.6)
Furthermore, the matrix ΦN in (3.3) is typically called the regressor (or regression)
matrix, and (3.3) is called the regression equation.
Remark 3.3.1.We use the terms regressor matrix and regression equation loosely
since regression simply refers to the process of sampling signals, and stacking up data
in matrices. For instance if we consider a system of the form (3.1) instead of (3.2),
then the regression equations are still given by (3.3), only with the regressor matrix
ΦN given by (1.3) as opposed to (3.5). 
3.3.1 Numerical Persistency
When B(r) is unknown, B(r) can be found simply be solving the linear system
of equations given by (3.3) for Θ, which contains the coefficients of B(r). However,
when ΦN does not have full row rank, Θ can not be uniquely determined. Thus our
notion of persistency is related to the rank of the regressor matrix (3.5). Roughly
speaking, if the regressor matrix (3.5) has a moderate condition number for large n,
then u is highly persistent, since systems of high degree can be identified using the
same input signal u. On the other hand, if the regressor matrix (3.5) has a large
condition number or does not have full row rank for moderate values of n, then u is
weakly persistent, and very few systems can be identified using that signal. Next, we
examine the singular values of the regressor matrix for several signals.
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where ns = 20, T = 200, and k = 1, . . . , 2T . Then Figures 3.1-3.3 display signals
(3.7)-(3.9) along with their power spectral densities. Note that all of the signals have
20 sinusoidal components, although their frequency content is spread out differently.
Finally, letting n = 40 in the regressor matrix (3.5), Figure 3.4 displays the
normalized singular values (σ̄i , σi/σmax) of the regressor matrix (3.5) for all of the
signals (3.7)-(3.9). From Figure 3.4, we can see that the regressor matrix (3.5) is
poorly conditioned for all of the signals (3.7)-(3.9). However, note that, in Figure
3.4, the signal w(k), which has the largest bandwidth of (3.7)-(3.9), is also the most
persistent, that is, the regressor matrix is better conditioned. Therefore, Figure 3.4
and additional examples suggest that multi-sine signals with larger bandwidths are
more persistent than those with dense frequency spectra.
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Periodogram Power Spectral Density Estimate










Figure 3.1: The signal u(k) (left) and its power spectral density (right).



























Periodogram Power Spectral Density Estimate










Figure 3.2: The signal v(k) (left) and its power spectral density (right).


























Periodogram Power Spectral Density Estimate











Figure 3.3: The signal w(k) (left) and its power spectral density (right).
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Figure 3.4: Normalized singular values of the regressor matrix (3.5) with n = 40 and
the signals (3.7)-(3.9).









1, k = 1,
0, k > 1,
(3.10)

































= 1, the solution Θ of (3.3) is unique if and only if n = 0.
Hence the unit impulse (3.10) is weakly persistent.
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0, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
1, k = n + 1,
0, k > n + 1,
(3.12)










= n + 1, ΦN has full row rank. Hence shifting the impulse
n time steps yields a unique solution Θ of (3.3). Thus the shifted impulse (3.12) is
highly persistent. 
3.3.2 Degree of Persistency
In the previous section, we examined persistency from a numerical point of view by
examining the singular values of the regression matrix. Here we formalize a theoretical
notion of the degree of persistency. Furthermore, we show that numerical persistency
and the theoretical notion of the degree of persistency are related in Theorem 3.3.1.
We begin by defining the degree of persistency:
Definition 3.3.1. Let u ∈ Rm, where u is sampled for k = 1, . . . , N . Then the
degree of persistency of u is the smallest nonnegative integer ℓ such that there exist
C0, . . . , Cℓ ∈ Rm×m which are not all zero and satisfy
C0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ Cℓu(k) = 0m×1, (3.14)
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ.
Fact 3.3.1.Let u ∈ Rm have a degree of persistency of ℓ, where C0, . . . , Cℓ ∈ Rm×m
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are not all zero and
C0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ Cℓu(k) = 0m×1,
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ. Then C0 is nonzero.
Proof. Suppose C0 = 0m×m. Then
C1u(k + ℓ − 1) + · · ·+ Cℓu(k) = 0m×1,
and hence u has a degree of persistency of ℓ − 1, which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 3.3.1.Let u ∈ Rm have a degree of persistency of ℓ, where C0, . . . , Cℓ ∈
Rm×m are not all zero and
C0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ Cℓu(k) = 0m×1,





≥ m · min(ℓ, n + 1).





= m · min(ℓ, n + 1).




D0, · · · , Dn
]
ΦN = 0m×1,
then D0 = · · · = Dn = 0m×m. Hence ΦN has full row rank.
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u(ℓ) · · · u(N − n + ℓ − 1)
...
...








where φN is a submatrix of ΦN . Furthermore, note that from the first part of this










Finally, let ℓ ≤ n and let C0 be nonsingular. Also, let
~φN ,
[
u(n + 1), · · · , u(N)
]
,
where ri~φN is the i























Remark 3.3.2. When considering SISO systems (m = 1), we can drop the re-
quirement that C0 is nonsingular in the latter half of Theorem 3.3.1, since the trailing
coefficient of a scalar nonzero polynomial is always nonsingular. 
Fact 3.3.2. Let u, v ∈ Rm have a degree of persistency of ℓ1 and ℓ2, respectively,
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where C0, . . . , Cℓ1 ∈ R
m×m are not all zero, D0, . . . , Dℓ2 ∈ R
m×m are not all zero, and
C0u(k1 + ℓ1) + · · · + Cℓ1u(k1) = 0m×1, (3.15)
D0u(k2 + ℓ2) + · · · + Dℓ2u(k2) = 0m×1, (3.16)
for all k1 = 1, . . . , N − ℓ1 and k2 = 1, . . . , N − ℓ2. Also, let
C(r) , C0 + C1r + · · · + Cℓ1r
ℓ1 ,
D(r) , D0 + D1r + · · ·+ Dℓ2r
ℓ2,
where C(r) and D(r) commute. Then the degree of persistency of u + v is less than
or equal to ℓ1 + ℓ2.
Proof. From (3.15)-(3.16), and the fact that C(r) and D(r) commute, we have
that









for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ1 − ℓ2. Hence the degree of persistency of u + v must be less
than or equal to ℓ1 + ℓ2. 
Remark 3.3.3. In the SISO case, we can obtain an even tighter bound on the
degree of persistency u + v. Specifically, let E(r) be the comonic polynomial which
contains the common roots of C(r) and D(r), and let C ′(r) and D′(r) contain the
unique parts of C(r) and D(r), respectively, that is,
C(r) , C ′(r)E(r), D(r) , D′(r)E(r).
Finally, let n′c, n
′
d, and ne denote the degree of C
′(r), D′(r), and E(r), respectively.
Then the degree of persistency of u + v is less than or equal n′c + n
′
d + ne. 
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Remark 3.3.4. Scalar sinusoids have a degree of persistency of 2. Hence from
Fact 3.3.2, the degree of persistency of each of the signals (3.7)-(3.9) in Example 3.3.1
is 40.
Unfortunately, while Theorem 3.3.1 guarantees that the regressor matrix (3.5) has
full row rank in Example 3.3.1, numerically the regressor matrix is poorly conditioned.
Thus one must be careful about choosing input signals in practice, since the numerical
and theoretical rank of the regressor matrix (3.5) may be vastly different. In the next
chapter, we present a method which reliably increases the degree of persistency of an
arbitrary signal. 
3.4 Degree Estimation
Degree estimation is often performed by using the eigensystem realization algo-
rithm, where the degree estimate is taken to be the rank of the Markov block Hankel
matrix [1,70]. However, this approach pre-supposes knowledge of the system’s Markov
parameters. Here we show that a degree estimate can be obtained directly from the
regressor matrix (3.18). We begin by considering persistency in the context of the
more general system (3.1). Specifically, consider the comonic system
A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k), (3.17)
where A(r) and B(r) are given by
A(r) , Ip + A1r + · · ·+ An−1r
n−1 + Anr
n,






















u(n + 1) · · · u(N)
...
...















y(n) · · · y(N)
...
...












B0, · · · , Bn, −A1, · · · , −An
]
.
Also, note that the matrix Φu,N is the regressor matrix for the finite impulse re-
sponse system (3.2). Hence, we can immediately establish some results concerning
persistency for the more general model (3.17).
Proposition 3.4.1. If ΦN given by (3.18) has full row rank, then u ∈ Rm has a
degree of persistency ℓ which is greater than n.
Proof. Since ΦN has full row rank, both Φy,N and Φu,N have full row rank.
Hence, from Theorem 3.3.1, since Φu,N has full row rank, then ℓ > n. 
Next, note that when the degree n of (A, B) is unknown, we cannot exactly
construct the regressor matrix ΦN in (3.18). Instead we use an estimate n̂ of n, which
may bear no resemblance to n. Specifically, let Φ̂N denote the regressor matrix (3.18)
where n is replaced by n̂. Then we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.4.1. Consider the system (3.17), where (A, B) has a degree of n, and
the estimate of the degree of (A, B) is n̂. Furthermore, let u ∈ Rm have a degree of
persistency of ℓ, where C0, . . . , Cℓ ∈ Rm×m are not all zero and
C0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ Cℓu(k) = 0m×1,
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ. If C0 is nonsingular, then




≤ m · min(ℓ, n̂ + 1) + p · min(n̂, n), (3.21)
where Φ̂N is given by (3.18) with n replaced by n̂.














Next, suppose that n < n̂. Also, let
~φu,N ,
[





y(n + 1), · · · , y(N)
]
,
where ri~φu,N and r
i~φy,N are the i
th block-rows of Φ̂u,N and Φ̂y,N , respectively. Then



























+pn. Furthermore, since C0 is nonsingular, then




≤ m · min(ℓ, n̂ + 1) + pn.
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≤ m · min(ℓ, n̂ + 1) + pn̂.





= min(ℓ, n̂ + 1) +
min(n̂, n) for almost all initial conditions of y. However, the following example demon-




< min(ℓ, n̂ + 1) + min(n̂, n).
Example 3.4.1. Consider the SISO system
(1 − ar) y(k) = u(k), (3.22)
where u(k) = qk, and q 6= 0. Then n = 1, and since u satisfies u(k + 1) = qu(k), its




, y(1) , αq, (3.23)




= 1 < min(n̂, n) + min(n̂ + 1, ℓ).




= 2 = min(n̂, n) + min(n̂ + 1, ℓ). 
The usefulness of Theorem 3.4.1 is due to the fact that the degree of persistency
ℓ of the input can be computed separately from the rank of the regressor matrix Φ̂N .




= m · min(ℓ, n̂ +













The following examples demonstrate this technique.
Example 3.4.2. Consider the linearized longitudinal model of the T-2 aircraft
(1.1) given by
(







where k ≥ 1, y(2) = y(1) = 0, and
u(k) = cos(k/10), k = 1, . . . , 1000. (3.26)





= min(n̂, n) + min(n̂ + 1, ℓ)
= 2 + 2 = 4.
Finally, Figure 3.5 displays the normalized singular values (σ̄i , σi/σmax) of the
































Figure 3.5: Normalized singular values of the regressor matrix Φ̂N for the system
(3.25), where u is given by (3.26) and n̂ = 6.
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Example 3.4.3. Consider the linearized longitudinal model of the T-2 aircraft









0, k = 1, . . . , 10,
cos ([k − 11]/10) , 11 ≤ k ≤ 1000.
(3.27)





= min(n̂, n) + min(n̂ + 1, ℓ)
= 2 + 7 = 9,
Finally, Figure 3.6 displays the normalized singular values (σ̄i , σi/σmax) of the
































Figure 3.6: Normalized singular values of the regressor matrix Φ̂N for the system
(3.25), where u is given by (3.27) and n̂ = 6.
3.5 Conclusions
We have considered a new notion of persistency within a deterministic, finite-data
context. Furthermore, we have introduced a degree estimation technique that was
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In this chapter, we introduce the technique of zero buffering, in which the input
signal begins with a sequence of zeros. Furthermore, we show that zero-buffering
increases the degree of persistency of a general signal. We then demonstrate the
effectiveness of zero-buffering in increasing the numerical degree of persistency of a
Schröder-phased signal, which, without zero buffering, yields a poorly conditioned
regressor matrix. Finally, we show the importance of good numerical persistency in
identification with an example.
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter III, we introduced the notion of persistency within a deterministic,
finite-data context. Specifically, we examined persistency from a regression point
of view, analyzing the numerical persistency of several signals, defining the degree of
persistency, and proving its relation to the rank of the regressor matrix. Furthermore,
we provided conditions on the degree of persistency of the input such that the regressor
matrix has full rank, and introduced a degree-estimation technique. In addition, while
Chapter III addresses how to analyze previously collected data sets, this chapter
examines a simple technique for choosing (or augmenting) the input before the data
is collected so that the input is strongly persistent, and thus the data are more
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informative.
The novel contribution of this chapter is the technique of zero buffering, in which
a signal is preceded by a sequence of zeros. Furthermore, we show that the degree of
persistency of a signal is increased by zero buffering, In particular, we demonstrate
the effectiveness of zero buffering in increasing the degree of persistency of a Schröder-
phased signal [37], which, without zero buffering, yields a poorly conditioned regressor
matrix. Thus, without zero buffering, the Schröder-phased signal has limited value
in time-domain least-squares identification.
The contents of this chapter are as follows. In Section 4.2, we introduce zero
buffering and show that it can increase the persistency of a signal. Then in Section 4.3,
we give a numerical example in which a Schröder-phased signal is zero-buffered, show
that zero buffering improves the conditioning of the regressor matrix, and show that
the zero-buffered signal dramatically improves the quality of the estimation results in
a numerical example. Finally we end with conclusions in Section 4.4.
4.2 Zero Buffering
The structure of the regressor matrix ΦN due to the shifted impulse (3.12) suggests
an advantage in starting the input signal with a sequence of zeros. We call this
procedure zero buffering. With zero buffering, the regressor matrix of the FIR model
































Hence we have the following lemma:
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Lemma 4.2.1. Consider the system
y(k + n) = B0u(k + n) + · · ·+ Bnu(k).
where B0, . . . , Bn ∈ Rp×1 and u ∈ R is sampled for k = 1, . . . , N . If there exists









0, k = 1, . . . , n,
u(k − n), k > n,
then the degree of persistency of the zero-buffered signal uzb,n is greater than n.
Proof. Since u is nonzero for some j ∈ [1, N − n], then by inspection, the
regressor matrix (4.1) has full row rank. Hence from Theorem 3.3.1, the degree of
persistency of the zero-buffered signal uzb,n is greater than n. 
Specifically, we have the more general theorem regarding zero buffering:
Theorem 4.2.1. Let u ∈ Rm have a degree of persistency of ℓ ≥ 1, where
C0, . . . , Cℓ ∈ Rm×m are not all zero and
C0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ Cℓu(k) = 0m×1, (4.2)
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ. Also, let ℓc ≤ ℓ be the smallest positive integer such that
C0u(ℓc + 1) + · · ·+ Cℓcu(1) = 0m×1. (4.3)











0m×1, k = 1, . . . , r,
u(k − r + 1), k > r.
(4.4)
is ℓ + ℓ̃, where ℓ̃ , min(r + ℓc − ℓ, 0).
Proof. Suppose r+ℓc ≤ ℓ. Then (4.2) still holds. Hence the degree of persistency
of uzb,r is ℓ.
Finally, suppose that r + ℓc > ℓ and there exist E0, . . . , Eℓ+ℓ̃−1 ∈ R
m×m which are
not all zero and satisfy
E0uzb,r(k + ℓ + ℓ̃ − 1) + · · ·+ Eℓ+ℓ̃−1uzb,r(k) = 0m×1,
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ − ℓ̃ + 1. Then
E0u(ℓc) + · · ·+ Eℓc−1u(1) = 0m×1,
which is a contradiction. 
Remark 4.2.1. One interpretation of why the technique of zero buffering is so
effective is that it reveals the initial condition of the system. For instance, if we
were going to identify a system such as the T-2 aircraft (1.1) with a multisine u, the
technique of zero buffering suggests that we wait, observe the output y (that is, set
u = 0 while we are observing y), and then actuate the system with the multisine u
we were going to use for identification. This process of observing the output while
not actuating the input allows us to observe the free response of the system. 
Remark 4.2.2. Typically, ℓc = ℓ, and hence the the degree of persistency of
the zero-buffered signal uzb,r is ℓ + r. However, for signals where zeros would have
naturally proceeded u, then ℓc < ℓ. 
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Next, we demonstrate a signal whose degree of persistency is not increased by zero
buffering.









1, mod(k − 1, 4) ≤ 1,
0, mod(k − 1, 4) > 1,
that is, u = {1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, . . .}. Then for k = 1, 2, . . .,
u(k + 3) − u(k + 2) + u(k + 1) − u(k) = 0, (4.5)
and hence u has a degree of persistency of 3. Also, from Theorem 4.2.1, ℓc = 1. Thus
uzb,2(k) = {0, 0, u(k)} has a degree of persistency of 3 as well. Specifically, uzb,2 also
satisfies (4.5). 
4.3 Identification in the Presence of Noise
In this section, we introduce Schröder-phased signals, which are multi-sine signals
commonly used for identification [37–40]. We show that Schröder-phased signals have
poor numerical persistency, although the persistency can be substantially increased
via zero-buffering. We also consider a Schröder-phased signal and a zero-buffered
Schröder-phased signal for identifying a system in the presence of output measure-
ment noise, demonstrating that poor numerical persistency significantly degrades
identification accuracy.
4.3.1 Schröder-Phased Signals
Schröder-phased signals minimize the peak-to-peak amplitude of multi-sine signals
through judicious phasing [37, 38]. Specifically, a Schröder-phased signal with flat
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Unfortunately, as we demonstrate with the following example, the Schröder-phased
signal (4.6) has poor numerical persistency, like the other multi-sine signals considered
in Example 3.3.1.
Example 4.3.1. Consider a Schröder-phased signal with ns = 20 and T = 200









0, k = 1, . . . , 40,
uS(k − 39), 40 < k ≤ 2T.
(4.7)
Then letting n = 40 in the regressor matrix (3.5), Figure 4.1 displays the normalized
singular values (σ̄i , σi/σmax) of the regressor matrix (3.5) for both the Schröder-
phased and zero-buffered Schröder-phased signal. From Figure 4.1, we can see that
the regressor matrix with the Schröder-phased signal is poorly conditioned, whereas
with the zero-buffered signal, the regressor matrix has a good condition number and
thus full row rank. 
4.3.2 Schröder-Phased Signals in Identification
Here we consider two different input signals, namely the Schröder-phased and
zero-buffered Schröder-phased signals, for identification in the presence of output
measurement noise. Specifically, we compare the ensemble average of the error in the
impulse response of the estimated system when zero-mean Gaussian white noise is
superimposed on the output y with a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNRs), where
the SNR is taken to be the RMS value of the true signal divided by the RMS value
of the noise superimposed on that signal.
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Figure 4.1: Normalized singular values of the regressor matrix (3.5) with n = 40 and
the Schröder-phased and zero-buffered Schröder-phased signals (4.6) and
(4.7), respectively.
In this setting, we show that signals which have poor numerical persistency, such
as the Schröder-phased signal, yield poor identification results in the presence of noise.
Note that we compare the impulse response of the estimated system as opposed to
the model coefficients directly since small deviations in parameter coefficients can
have a large effect on the system dynamics, while the impulse response is an invariant
system property which reflects the system behavior.
Example 4.3.2.Consider again the Schröder-phased signal (4.6) and zero-buffered
Schröder-phased signal (4.7), where ns = 20 and T = 200 for k = 1, . . . , 2T . Also,
consider again the linearized longitudinal model of the T-2 aircraft (1.1) given by
(
















0, 0.977, 2.42, 3.65, 4.66, 5.47, 6.09, 6.52, 6.79, 6.90
]
.
Furthermore, let z denote the measurement of y, where
z(k) = y(k) + w(k),
and w is a realization of an independent and identically distributed, zero-mean, Gaus-
sian noise process W with unit variance.


















u(n̂ + 1) · · · u(N)
...
...
u(1) · · · u(N − n̂)
z(n̂) · · · z(N − 1)
...
...

























B0, · · · , Bn̂, −A0, · · · , −An̂−1
]
,
and consider the least-squares estimate Θ̂ of Θ given by











Then estimating Θ̂ for M , 1000 realizations of the random process W, and letting
Θ̂H(j) denote the impulse response of the estimated system Θ̂ for each realization
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for several SNRs. From Figure 4.2, we can see that the Schröder-phased signal is
worse than the zero-buffered signal for identifying the model (4.8) according to the
performance metric ε. Also, note that although the input portion of the regressor
matrix ΦN has full row rank for the Schröder-phased signal, it is poorly conditioned








































Figure 4.2: Comparison of the ensemble average of the error in the estimated impulse
response of (4.8) when zero-mean Gaussian white noise is superimposed
on the output y with a specified signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the
inputs are taken to be the Schröder-phased signal (4.6) and the zero-
buffered Schröder-phased signal (4.7), where ns = 20 and T = 200 for
k = 1, . . . , 2T .
4.4 Conclusions
We have introduced the technique of zero buffering, where the input signal begins
with a sequence of zeros. We showed that this technique increases the richness of
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the input, the condition number of the regressor matrix, and the accuracy of the




In this chapter, we address the issue of identification in the presence of determin-
istic process or measurement noise. Specifically, we study how deterministic signals
propagate through polynomial matrix models. We also show that both the system and
deterministic noise can be identified exactly via overparameterization using ordinary
least-squares, and then decoupled using one of the many matrix fraction decomposi-
tion techniques available in the literature.
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we showed how regressor matrices are constructed for
models in arbitrary operators. We also introduced the notion of persistency within
a deterministic, finite-data context. Here we introduce a complementary definition
called the full degree of persistency, and show that this notion is useful for understand-
ing how deterministic signals propagate through polynomial matrix models. Further-
more, we show that both the system and deterministic noise can be identified exactly
via overparameterization using ordinary least-squares. Specifically, by combining the
noise and system model, we arrive at a single polynomial matrix model, which can
be identified reliably using computationally efficient techniques. Furthermore, the
system and noise process can be decoupled using one of the many matrix fraction
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decomposition techniques available in the literature [41–43].
The contents of this chapter are as follows. In Section 5.2, we define the full degree
of persistency, and show how this concept is related to how signals propagate through
polynomial matrix models. In Section 5.3, we show that, by combining the system
and noise model, then via overparameterization we can identify the coupled model
reliably using ordinary least-squares, followed by conclusions in Section 5.4.
5.2 Deterministic Signals
In previous chapters, we introduced the concept of the degree of persistency.
Specifically, we said that the degree of persistency of the signal u ∈ Rm is the smallest
nonnegative integer ℓ such that there exist C0, . . . , Cℓ ∈ Rm×m which are not all zero
and satisfy
C0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ Cℓu(k) = 0m×1,
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ. Here, we introduce a new concept called the full degree of
persistency, which bounds the degree of persistency from above. We then use this
definition to show how signals propagate through systems. Specifically, we have the
following definition:
Definition 5.2.1. Let u ∈ Rm. Then the full degree of persistency of u is the
smallest nonnegative integer ℓ such that there exist α0, . . . , αℓ ∈ R which are not all
zero and satisfy
α0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ αℓu(k) = 0m×1,
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ.
Remark 5.2.1. The only difference between the degree of persistency and the
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full degree of persistency, is the requirement that the coefficients be scalar. Note
that when u is scalar, the degree of persistency and full degree of persistency are
equal. Otherwise, the full degree of persistency is an upper bound on the degree of
persistency. 
Next, we introduce the following theorem which shows how deterministic signals
propagate through polynomial matrix models:
Theorem 5.2.1. Consider the system
A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k), (5.1)
where A ∈ Rp×p[r], B ∈ Rp×m[r], A(r) has a degree of n, y ∈ Rp, and u ∈ Rm. Also,
let u have a full degree of persistency of ℓ, where α0, . . . , αℓ ∈ R are not all zero and
α0u(k + ℓ) + · · ·+ αℓu(k) = 0m×1,
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓ. Then the degree of persistency of y is less than or equal





then the full degree of persistency of y is less than or equal nA + ℓ.
Proof. Letting
α(r) , α0 + α1r + · · · + αℓr
ℓ,
it follows that









for all k = 1, . . . , N −n− ℓ. Hence the degree of persistency of y is less than or equal
n + ℓ.
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and hence the full degree of persistency of y is less than or equal nA + ℓ. 
5.3 Identification of Coupled Models
In Chapter III, we studied persistency as if no noise were present. Here we allow for
an additional deterministic process noise signal w, which is unknown, or equivalently,
unmeasured. Specifically, consider the model
A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k) + C(r)w(k), (5.2)
where A ∈ Rp×p[r], B ∈ Rp×m[r], C ∈ Rp×l[r], y ∈ Rp is known, u ∈ Rm is known,
and w ∈ Rl is unknown.
Remark 5.3.1.Note that the process noise model (5.2) can capture a wide variety
of noise sources. For instance, consider the system
A(r)y0(k) = B(r)u0(k),
where u0 and y0 are measured with the additive deterministic noise processes wu and
wy, respectively, that is,
u(k) = u0(k) + wu(k),
y(k) = y0(k) + wy(k).
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which is of the form (5.2). 
Next, since w is a deterministic process, let w have a finite full degree of persis-
tency, that is, let α(r)w(k) = 0l×1, where α ∈ R
l×l[r] is nonzero and quasi-scalar.




















u(n̂ + 1) · · · u(N)
...
...
u(1) · · · u(N − n̂)
y(n̂) · · · y(N − 1)
...
...




















y(n̂ + 1), · · · , y(N)
]
, (5.4)
we have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.3.1. Consider the system (5.2), where A(r) has full normal rank and
(A, B) is left coprime, causal, and has a degree of n. Also, let ℓw denote the full
degree of persistency of w ∈ Rl, where α0, . . . , αℓw ∈ R are not all zero and
α0w(k + ℓw) + · · · + αℓww(k) = 0l×1,
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for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓw. Finally, let n̂ , n + ℓw, let
α(r) , α0 + α1r + · · ·+ αℓwr
ℓw ,
A′(r) , α(r)A(r) = A′0 + A
′




B′(r) , α(r)B(r) = B′0 + B
′






A′(r) = A′′0 + A
′′






B′(r) = B′′0 + B
′′




and let Θ̂n̂ be a solution of
Θ̂n̂Φn̂,N = Yn̂,N ,
where (·)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose psuedo-inverse of (·), and Φn̂,N and Yn̂,N are
given by (5.3) and (5.4), respectively. If Φn̂,N has full row rank, then
Θ̂n̂ =
[










A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k) + C(r)w(k),
and α(r)w(k) = 0l×1, it follows that
α(r)A(r)y(k) = α(r)B(r)u(k).
Furthermore, from Fact 2.2.10, A0 is nonsingular, and from Fact 3.3.1, α0 is nonzero.




where (A′′, B′′) has a degree of n̂. Furthermore, since Φn̂,N has full row rank it follows
that there only exists one comonic solution (A′′′, B′′′) of A′′′(r)y(k) = B′′′(r)u(k),
namely A′′(r)y(k) = B′′(r)u(k). Hence (5.5). 
Next, we show that if only an upper bound n̂ of n + ℓw is known, then every
solution Θ̂n̂ of Θ̂n̂Φn̂,N = Yn̂,N yields a comonic multiple (A
′′, B′′) of (A′, B′).
Corollary 5.3.1.Consider the system (5.2), where A(r) has full normal rank and
(A, B) is left coprime, causal, and has a degree of n. Also, let ℓw denote the full
degree of persistency of w ∈ Rl, where α0, . . . , αℓw ∈ R are not all zero and
α0w(k + ℓw) + · · · + αℓww(k) = 0l×1,
for all k = 1, . . . , N − ℓw. Finally, let
α(r) , α0 + α1r + · · · + αℓwr
ℓw ,
A′(r) , α(r)A(r) = A′0 + A
′




B′(r) , α(r)B(r) = B′0 + B
′




and let Φn̂,N and Yn̂,N be given by (5.3) and (5.4), respectively.
If Φn+ℓw,N has full row rank, n̂ ≥ n + ℓw, ℓ > n̂, Θ̂n̂ is a solution of
Θ̂n̂Φn̂,N = Yn̂,N ,
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and A′′ ∈ Rp×p[r] and B′′ ∈ Rp×m[r] are given by
A′′(r) , Ip + Θ̂n̂
[





Im, Imr, · · · , Imrn̂, 0m×pn̂
]T
.
then (A′′, B′′) is a comonic multiple of (A′, B′).
Proof. First, since Φn+ℓw,N has full row rank, then from Theorem 5.3.1 it follows
that A′(r)y(k) = B′(r)u(k). Furthermore, from Fact 2.2.10, A0 is nonsingular, and
from Fact 3.3.1, α0 is nonzero. Hence A
′
0 is nonsingular.
Next, if n̂ > n + ℓw, then there exists multiple solutions Θ̂n̂ of Θ̂n̂Φn̂,N = Yn̂,N .
Furthermore, for each solution, we have that A′′(r)y(k) = B′′(r)u(k).












B′0 · · · B
′
n+ℓw
0 · · · 0 A′0 · · · A
′
n+ℓw

















. . . 0
0 · · · 0 B′0 · · · B
′
n+ℓw













where V ∈ Rp(n̂−n−ℓw)×[m(n̂+1)+pn̂] has full row rank since A′0 is nonsingular. Hence
there exists ΘL ∈ Rp×p(n̂−n−ℓw) such that
[












L(r) , Ip + ΘL
[




it follows that (A′′, B′′) = (LA′, LB′). 
Remark 5.3.2. Corollary 5.3.1 showed us that n + ℓw did not need to be known
exactly. Specifically, if only an upper bound n̂ of n+ ℓw is known, then every solution
Θ̂n̂ of Θ̂n̂Φn̂,N = Yn̂,N yields a comonic multiple (A
′′, B′′) of (A′, B′). Fortunately,
there are many matrix fraction decomposition techniques available in the literature
to decouple the system (A, B) from the noise model [41–43]. Specifically, if (A, B) is
left coprime, and L(r) and α(r) are given by Corollary 5.3.1, then a matrix fraction
decomposition will yield A(r), B(r), and the product L(r)α(r), given A′′(r) and B′′(r).
Furthermore, note that once (A, B) has been decoupled from (A′′, B′′), then the noise
process C(r)w(k) is simply given by
C(r)w(k) = A(r)y(k) − B(r)u(k),
where A(r), B(r), y, and u are known. 
Remark 5.3.3. In the SISO case, the assumption that (A, B) is left coprime is
equivalent to saying that A(r) and B(r) have no common zeros. Hence the matrix
fraction decomposition of (A′′, B′′) simply removes the common zeros of A′′(r) and
B′′(r) to yield A(r) and B(r). 















where ns = 20 and T = 200 for k = 1, . . . , 2T . Also, consider the linearized longitu-
dinal model of the T-2 aircraft (1.1), where now we have an additional deterministic
noise component, that is,
A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k) + A(r)w(k),
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where y(2) = y(1) = 0 and
A(r) , 1 − 1.862r + 0.8798r2,
B(r) , −0.009767r− 0.006026r2.









1, mod(k − 1, 4) ≤ 1,
0, mod(k − 1, 4) > 1.
Finally, note that α(r)w(k) = 0, where
α(r) , 1 − r + r2 − r3.
Hence n + ℓw = 2 + 3 = 5.
Then letting n̂ = 5, we have that Φn̂,N given by (5.3) has full row rank. Further-
more, A′′(r) and B′′(r) given by Corollary 5.3.1 are
A′′(r) = 1 − 2.862r + 3.7418r2 − 3.7418r3 + 2.7418r4 − 0.8798r5,
B′′(r) = −0.009767r + 0.003741r2 − 0.003741r3 + 0.003741r4 + 0.006026r5,
where A′′(r) = α(r)A(r) and B′′(r) = α(r)B(r). Hence (A′′, B′′) is a multiple of
(A′, B′).
Finally, we let n̂ > n + ℓw. Specifically, we let n̂ = 7, and consider the solution
Θ̂n̂ of Θ̂n̂Φn̂,N = Yn̂,N which yields
A′′(r) = 1 − 1.783r + 1r2 − 0.69539r3 + 0.78303r5 − 0.30461r7,






















1, ± i, −0.53949 ± 0.2349i, −0.6170, −2.44×1012
]
. (5.8)
Then the first three roots of A′′(r) and B′′(r) listed in (5.7) and (5.8) are the roots















it follows that (A′′, B′′) = (LA′, LB′). Note that the spurious root in B′′(r) is due to
the fact that the trailing coefficient of B′′(r) is approximately zero.
Hence in the the SISO case, (A, B) can be separated from the overparameterized
solution (A′′, B′′) simply by looking for the common roots of (A′′, B′′), as noted in
Remark 5.3.3. 
5.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we addressed the issue of identification in the presence of deter-
ministic process or measurement noise. Specifically, we studied how deterministic
signals propagate through polynomial matrix models. We also showed that both
the system and deterministic noise could be identified exactly via overparameteriza-
tion using ordinary least-squares, and then decoupled using one of the many matrix




In this chapter, we address the issue of identification in the presence of random
noise. Specifically, we study the consistency of the estimates in two scenarios, namely,
the equation-error framework and the case where the input and input noise are white.
In the latter case, we present an approach based on using least-squares with a µ-
Markov model. Finally, we introduce the concept of semi-consistency and show how,
using the techniques developed in Chapter II, one can obtain semi-consistent linear
system estimates from semi-consistent Markov parameter estimates.
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters, we developed a framework for handling linear determin-
istic processes in identification. In this chapter, we allow for random noise processes,
and examine the effect of the noise on least-squares estimates. Specifically, we con-
sider the identification of polynomial matrix models in the presence of input and
output measurement noise, a longstanding problem in system identification known as
errors-in-variables identification [2,44,45]. A challenging aspect of this problem is to
obtain consistent parameter estimates, that is, parameter estimates that converge to
the true values with probability 1 as the amount of data increases without bound.
When the autocorrelation function of the noise on the input and output is known to
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within a scaling, consistent parameter estimation is possible by using the Koopman-
Levins algorithm [11]. This approach has been revisited and refined over the years;
numerous references are given in [10].
When the noise properties are unknown, instrumental variables techniques can be
applied, and consistency is achievable under specific assumptions [46, 47]. Another
approach is to use prediction error methods, which depend on the ability to compute
the global minimizer of a nonconvex function [6]. The frequency domain approach
given in [48] also yields consistency, although the model order is required to increase
rapidly as the amount of data increases.
The approach that we consider in this chapter is based on the µ-Markov model,
which is a µ-step prediction model that has the property that µ coefficients of the
numerator polynomial are Markov parameters of the system [49]. The usefulness of
this model structure is the fact that, under arbitrary output noise and with an input
signal that is a realization of a white stochastic process, least-squares estimates of the
Markov parameters are consistent. This result is noted without proof in [50], and a
related result is given in [51], although the proof given in [51] is incomplete.
Interest in consistent estimates of the Markov parameters stems from the fact that
the Markov parameters can be used to construct a consistent state-space model by
using the Ho-Kalman algorithm [1], or to construct a consistent polynomial matrix
model using the algorithms developed in Chapter II. In this chapter we consider
a least-squares technique for extracting polynomial matrices from Markov parame-
ters, which is based on the results of Chapter II. Furthermore, we show that, given
consistent Markov parameter estimates, the polynomial matrix estimates are also
consistent. Several methods for estimating Markov parameters are compared in [52].
The first goal of this chapter is to provide an extension and complete proof of
the result mentioned above, namely, that the µ Markov parameters of a µ-Markov
model can be estimated consistently when the input is a realization of a white noise
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process and the outputs are corrupted by noise with arbitrary unknown statistics
and spectrum. Since the proof is formulated in a MIMO setting using polynomial
matrices, this result extends the results of [50, 51]. The second goal of this chapter
is to prove that the Markov parameters can be estimated consistently to within an
unknown scale factor when the input is a realization of a white noise process and
the inputs are corrupted by a white noise process independent of the input, in which
case we say that the Markov parameters estimates are semi-consistent. Furthermore,
we show that semi-consistent polynomial matrix estimates are obtainable from semi-
consistent Markov parameter estimates.
The contents of the chapter are as follows. In Section 6.2, we present preliminaries
concerning the µ-Markov model and convergence with probability one. Then in Sec-
tion 6.3 we present the problem statement. In Section 6.4 we show two circumstances
in which either the system coefficients or Markov parameters can be identified con-
sistently. Finally, in Section 6.5 we show how to obtain semi-consistent linear system
estimates from semi-consistent Markov parameter estimates, followed by conclusions
in Section 6.6.
6.2 Preliminaries
Here we present the necessary preliminaries concerning the µ-Markov multiple and
convergence with probability one that will be used throughout the chapter.
6.2.1 The µ-Markov Model
In this section, we introduce the µ-Markov multiple, which explicitly displays
µ Markov parameters. Since µ Markov parameters are explicitly displayed in the
numerator polynomial, we will see later that the µ-Markov multiple is useful for
identifying the Markov parameters of a linear system under certain assumptions.
Proposition 6.2.1. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r] have full normal rank, let D ∈ Rp×m[r], and
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let (C, D) be left coprime, causal, and have a degree of s. Also, let H ∈ Rp×m∞ [r] be
the Markov parameter polynomial of (C, D), and let C(r) and E ∈ Rp×p[r] be given
by
C(r) , C0 + C1r + · · · + Csrs,
E(r) , C+0 + E1r + · · · + Eµ−1r
µ−1,
where µ ≥ 1, (·)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose psuedo-inverse of (·), and for i ∈










Then the first µ coefficients of Cµ(r) , E(r)C(r) and Dµ(r) , E(r)D(r) are given
by
θµ−1 (C







µ) = θµ−1 (E) Tµ−1 (D) ,






= θµ−1 (H) ,
where θµ−1(·) and Tµ−1(·) are defined in Definition 2.5.1. Thus Cµ(r) and Dµ(r) are
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of the form
Cµ(r) = Ip + C
µ
µr
µ + · · · + Cµµ+s−1r
µ+s−1,
Dµ(r) = H0 + H1r + · · · + Hµ−1r
µ−1
+ Dµµr
µ + · · · + Dµµ+s−1r
µ+s−1.
(6.1)
We call (Cµ, Dµ) the µ-Markov multiple of (C, D) since µ Markov parameters of
(C, D) appear explicitly in Dµ(r).
Proof. Since C(r) has full normal rank and (C, D) is left coprime and causal,
then from Fact 2.2.10, C0 is nonsingular. Furthermore, since H(r) is the Markov
parameter polynomial of (C, D), C(r)H(r) = D(r), and hence
Tµ−1 (C)Tµ−1 (H) = Tµ−1 (D) .

Remark 6.2.1. The µ-Markov multiple (Cµ, Dµ) of (C, D) is derived without
mention of a system or a model. However, given the system
C(r)y(k) = D(r)u(k), (6.2)
where u ∈ Rm and y ∈ Rp, we say that
Cµ(r)y(k) = E(r)C(r)y(k) = E(r)D(r)u(k) = Dµ(r)u(k), (6.3)
is the µ-Markov model of (6.2). 
Remark 6.2.2. For every comonic multiple (C ′, D′) of (C, D), one can also con-
struct the µ-Markov multiple of (C ′, D′) using the above procedure. 
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6.2.2 Convergence With Probability One
Here we introduce convergence with probability one (w.p.1) and give examples of
sequences which converge in this manner.
Definition 6.2.1. Let X1, X2, . . . ∈ Rm×p and X ∈ Rm×p. Then XN converges


















































Proof. See [71]. 

















Proof. Let α , det[R] and αN , det[RN ]. Then since αN is the finite product
and sum of entries of RN , where each of the entries converges w.p.1, from Fact 6.2.1




















Fact 6.2.3. Let C ∈ Rp×p[r], D ∈ Rp×m[r], and
C(r)y(k) = D(r)u(k),
where u ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp, k ≥ 1, and (C, D) is causal and asymptotically stable.
Also, let H ∈ Rp×m[r] be the Markov parameter polynomial of (C, D), and let u =
{u1, . . . , um} ∈ Rm and v = {v1, . . . , vm} ∈ Rm be realizations of the independent
and identically distributed random processes U and V, respectively, where U and V
are mutually independent white processes with bounded second and fourth moments,






































































Proof. See [5, 6]. 
6.3 Problem Statement
Consider the system
A(r)y(k) = B(r)u(k), (6.4)
where k ≥ 1, u ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp, A ∈ Rp×p[r] is comonic with A0 = Ip, B ∈ Rp×m[r],
and (A, B) is left coprime, causal, and has a degree of n. Furthermore, consider the
case where the measurement x of u is corrupted by an additive noise signal v, and
the measurement z of y is corrupted by an additive noise signal w, that is,
x(k) = u(k) + v(k),
z(k) = y(k) + w(k).
(6.5)
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Figure 6.1: Measurements of the input and output of a linear system in the presence
of the measurement noise processes v and w.
Throughout the chapter, we attempt to identify the system (A, B) given only the





Figure 6.2: Identification of a linear system in the presence of the measurement noise
processes v and w.
6.4 Least-Squares Identification
Here we analyze least-squares estimates in the presence of random noise. We
begin by introducing the concept of consistency and semi-consistency as well as the
regression notation that we will use henceforth for least-squares identification.











X1, · · · , Xs
]
∈ Rm×ps.






(see [2]). Furthermore, we say that Θ̂N is a semi-consistent estimate of Θ if there





Θ (Is ⊗ R) .






Remark 6.4.1. Let B ∈ Rp×m[r], let R ∈ Rm×m be nonsingular, and let θ̂(B)N
















However, while this may not seem useful, note that the zeros of B(r) and the zeros
of B(r)R are the same (Appendix A). Hence semi-consistent polynomial matrix
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estimates preserve the zero-structure. 
Notation 6.4.1. Let N ≥ 1 and let x(k) ∈ Rm for all k ∈ [1, N ]. Then for








x(s + µ) · · · x(N)
...
...















x(s) · · · x(N − µ)
...
...




















x(s + µ), · · · , x(N)
]
.
Notation 6.4.2. Let D ∈ Rp×m[r] be given by
D(r) , D0 + D1r + · · ·+ Dsr
s.
Then for β ≥ 0 and η ≥ 0, we employ the notation
θ′ (D) ,
[





Dβ, · · · , Dβ+η−1
]
∈ Rp×ηm,
where Dj = 0p×m for j > s.
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6.4.1 Equation Error Model
A common estimation framework is the equation error approach. Specifically, in
the context of the additive measurement noise model (6.5), let the following additional
assumption hold:
Assumption 6.4.1. v(k) = 0m×1 for all k ≥ 1.
Assumption 6.4.2. There exists a comonic L ∈ Rp×p[r] such that, for all k ≥ 1,
L(r)A(r)w(k) = w′(k),
where w′ ∈ Rp is a realization of the independent and identically distributed, zero-
mean, random process W ′ with finite covariance. Furthermore, L0 = Ip.
Then from (6.4)-(6.5) and Assumptions 6.4.1-6.4.2, we have the equation error
model of (6.4) given by



















ZN , Γz,s,1,N ,
W ′N , Γw,s,1,N ,
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and letting s denote the degree of (C, D), it follows that
ZN = ΘΦN + (L0A0)
+ W ′N . (6.7)
Next, consider the least-squares estimate Θ̂N of Θ given by











Furthermore, let the following assumptions also hold:
Assumption 6.4.3. For all k ≥ 1 one of the following holds
i) u(k) is deterministic and bounded.
ii) u ∈ Rm is a realization of the random process U , where U has finite mean and
variance.
Assumption 6.4.4. For all k ≥ 1 and nonnegative i,
E
[









χ, where χ ∈ R(m[s+1]+ps)×(m[s+1]+ps) is
nonsingular.
Assumption 6.4.6. (C, D) is asymptotically stable.
Fact 6.4.1. Let Assumptions 6.4.1-6.4.6 hold. Then Θ̂N is a strongly consistent
estimate of Θ.



















































































6.4.2 µ-Markov-Based Least-Squares Estimates of Markov Parameters
Here we show that when the input u and input noise v are white, the Markov
parameters can be estimated semi-consistently under fairly general conditions using
least-squares and the µ-Markov model.
















































Also, consider the following assumptions:
Assumption 6.4.7. u ∈ Rm and v ∈ Rm are realizations of the independent and
identically distributed processes U and V, respectively. Furthermore, for all k ≥ 1,
X (k) , U(k) + V(k).
Assumption 6.4.8. For all k ≥ 1 and nonnegative p, the means and covariances
of U(k), X (k), U(k+p)X T (k), and X (k+p)X T (k) are finite. Furthermore, R ∈ Rm×m
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and S ∈ Rm×m given by
R , E
[









Assumption 6.4.9. w ∈ Rp is a realization of the stationary, colored random

















W(j + i)WT (j)
]
< ∞.
Assumption 6.4.10. The random processes U , V, and W are independent of
each other.
Fact 6.4.2.Let Assumptions 6.4.6-6.4.10 hold. Furthermore, let s ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 1.











where R and S are given by (6.12) and (6.13), respectively, and ̂θµ−1(H) is the Markov
parameter portion of the least-squares estimate Θ̂s,µ,N .
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where, from (6.4)-(6.5) and (6.8)-(6.10), we have that
(
ΘµΦ̃s,µ,N + WN − Θ̂s,µ,NΦs,µ,N
)
ΨTx,s,µ,N = 0p×mµ.






































































Corollary 6.4.1. Let Assumptions 6.4.1 and 6.4.6-6.4.10 hold. Furthermore, let
s ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 1. Then ̂θµ−1(H) is a strongly consistent estimate of θµ−1(H), where
̂θµ−1(H) is the Markov parameter portion of the least-squares estimate Θ̂s,µ,N .
Proof. From Assumption 6.4.1, v(k) = 0m×1. Thus letting R and S be given






Remark 6.4.2. In the µ-Markov-based Markov parameter estimates, we need to
choose a model degree s as well as the number of Markov parameters µ we would like
explicitly displayed in the model (6.1). Furthermore, from Fact 6.4.2, the degree s of
the model does not depend on the degree n of (A, B) in (6.4). In what follows, we
refer to s as the model degree which is used in (6.1) and Fact 6.4.2. 
Example 6.4.1. Consider the linearized longitudinal model of the T-2 aircraft
(1.1) given by
(








where y(2) = y(1) = 0. Then letting µ , 10, we have that
θµ−1(H) =
[




0, 0.977, 2.42, 3.65, 4.66, 5.47, 6.09, 6.52, 6.79, 6.90
]
.
Furthermore, let u, v, and ww be realizations of the independent and identically
distributed Gaussian processes U , V, and Ww, respectively, where U , V, and Ww are
all zero mean, independent of each other, and have unit variance. Also, let
w(k) = 4ww(k) + 3ww(k − 1) + 2ww(k − 2) + 1ww(k − 3), (6.15)
and consider the additive measurement noise model (6.5). Then from (6.12), R = 2,
and from (6.13), S = 1.
Finally, we let s = 6 and estimate Θ̂s,µ,N via (6.11) for M , 1000 realizations of the
random processes V and Ww. Then letting
̂θjµ−1(H) denote the Markov parameter
portion of Θ̂s,µ,N for each realization j ∈ [1, M ], Figure 6.3 displays the ensemble


















for several values of N . Specifically, Figure 6.3 displays two cases: the case where
the input measurement noise v is zero, and the case where v is a realization of the
zero-mean, unit variance, Gaussian random process V mentioned previously. In the
second case, the estimates are scaled by 2 such that they should in theory be strongly
consistent estimates of the true Markov parameters. From Figure 6.3, it appears that













= (1/2)θµ−1(H) when v is a
realization of the zero-mean, unit variance, Gaussian random process V. Furthermore,
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the ensemble average of the error in the estimated Markov
parameters of (6.14) when y is measured with the additive colored noise
signal (6.15), and either v(k) = 0 or v a realization of a zero-mean, unit
variance, Gaussian random variable, where s = 6 and µ = 10.
6.5 Recovering the Linear System from Markov Parameters
Here we show how to obtain semi-consistent system estimates from semi-consistent
Markov parameter estimates.
Fact 6.5.1. Consider the system (6.4), where H ∈ Rp×m[r] is the Markov param-
eter polynomial of (A, B). Also, let n⋆ be the degree of the quasi-scalar multiple of
(A, B) given by Proposition 2.2.1, and let n̄ ≥ n⋆, let R ∈ Rm×m be nonsingular, and
let Ĥ0,N , . . . , Ĥ2n̄,N ∈ Rp×m be semi-consistent estimates of H0, . . . , H2n̄, respectively.





















D̂0,N , · · · , D̂n̄,N
]
,


























is given by Definition 2.5.1. If ĈN ∈ Rp×p[r] and D̂N ∈ Rp×m[r]
are given by
ĈN(r) , Ip + Ĉ1,Nr + · · · + Ĉn̄,Nr
n̄,






converges with probability one to a multiple of (A, BR).









































Finally, since ĈN(r) is comonic, C(r) has full normal rank, and thus from Theorem
2.4.2, (ĈN , D̂N) converges with probability one to a multiple of (A, BR). 
Remark 6.5.1.There may exist multiple minimizers θ̂C,N and θ̂D,N of (6.17), even
if n̄ = n. This is due to the fact that in MIMO polynomial matrix models, there may
exist more than one parameterization of the same system. However, every solution
will still be a multiple of (A, BR). 
Remark 6.5.2. Note that if R is nonsingular, then the zeros of B(r)R are the
same as the zeros of B(r) (see Appendix A). 
Example 6.5.1. Consider the linearized longitudinal model of the T-2 aircraft
(1.1) in Example 6.4.1, where
(







Furthermore, let y(2) = y(1) = 0, and let u, v, and ww be realizations of the inde-
pendent and identically distributed Gaussian processes U , V, and Ww, respectively,
where U , V, and Ww are all zero mean and independent of each other. However, now
let the variances of U , V, and Ww be 1, 1/20, and 1/10000, respectively. Also, let
w(k) = 4ww(k) + 3ww(k − 1) + 2ww(k − 2) + 1ww(k − 3),
and consider the additive measurement noise model (6.5). Then the signal to noise
ratios of x and z are both approximately 5.
Finally, let s = 6, µ = 10, and let ̂θµ−1(H) be the Markov parameter portion of
the least-squares estimate Θ̂s,µ,N given by (6.11). Furthermore, let n̄ = 3 and let the
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Markov parameters estimates in ̂θµ−1(H) be used to estimate ĈN(r) and D̂N(r) in
Fact 6.5.1. Then Figure 6.4 displays the estimates of the coefficients of ĈN(r) given





1 − 1.862r + 0.8798r2,
for N = 102, . . . , 104 and a sample realization of U , V, and Ww. Figure 6.5 displays














for N = 102, . . . , 104 and the same realization of U , V, and Ww. Note that the scaling
20/21 in the coefficients of D̂N(r) reflects the fact that the input variance is 1/20.

6.6 Conclusions
We addressed the issue of identification in the presence of random noise. Specif-
ically, we studied the consistency of the estimates in two scenarios, namely, the
equation-error framework and the case where the input and input noise were white.
In the latter case, we presented an approach based on using least-squares with a µ-
Markov model. Finally, we introduced the concept of semi-consistency and showed
how, using the techniques developed in Chapter II, one could obtain semi-consistent







































Figure 6.4: Comparison of the coefficients of ĈN(r) (solid line) along with their lim-








































Figure 6.5: Comparison of the coefficients of D̂N (r) (solid line) along with their lim-




Parametric and Nonparametric Hammerstein
System Identification
We explore the role of ersatz nonlinearities in parametric and nonparametric
MIMO Hammerstein system identification. In parametric identification, where a
linear-in-the-parameters structure for the Hammerstein nonlinearity is known, we
show that via overparameterization, the fundamentally bilinear optimization problem
can be recast as a linear optimization problem, and then decoupled using the singu-
lar value decomposition. In nonparametric identification, we revisit correlation-based
Markov parameter estimation techniques, and show that the Markov parameters can
be estimated semi-consistently using general ersatz nonlinearities in addition to the
linear element. We also introduce the method of µ-Markov-based Markov parame-
ter estimation with an ersatz nonlinearity, and show that numerically this method
yields Markov parameter estimates with a lower variance than the correlation-based
estimates.
7.1 Introduction
Hammerstein system identification is a block-structured method of nonlinear sys-
tem identification, which parameterizes the system as a static nonlinearity, followed
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by a linear dynamic system. Hammerstein models are widely used in the literature
because of their ability to capture a wider variety of phenomenon than linear dy-
namic systems alone, and the relative ease with which they can be identified. Indeed,
several prominent methods are available for Hammerstein system identification such
as [53–65]. However, at their core, there are essentially two main competing methods:
1. Methods that parameterize the Hammerstein nonlinearity, then solve a least-
squares-type optimization problem using zig-zag optimization.
2. Methods that employ separable inputs such that identification of the linear
system and Hammerstein nonlinearity become decoupled.
The primary purpose of the chapter is to demonstrate that ersatz nonlinearities are
ubiquitous in Hammerstein system identification. Furthermore, we present a method
for identifying the linear system with no knowledge of the Hammerstein nonlinearity.
This method is based on identifying the Markov parameters in the µ-Markov model.
We then show numerically that for finite data, this method yields Markov parameter
estimates with a lower variance than correlation-based methods. We also show that
this method is capable of producing accurate estimates for unstable systems, while
the correlation-based method yields estimates with an unacceptably large variance.
The contents of the chapter are as follows: In Section 7.2, we present the problem
statement. In Section 7.3, we show that when a parametric form for the Hammerstein
is known, identification of the Hammerstein nonlinearity and linear system can be
formed as a linear optimization problem via overparameterization. In Section 7.4, we
then show how to decouple the Hammerstein nonlinearity and linear system. Finally,
in Section 7.5 we establish conditions under which the Markov parameters of the
linear system can be identified with no knowledge of the Hammerstein nonlinearity
using correlation-type methods, followed by conclusions in Section 7.6.
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7.2 Problem Statement






where k ≥ 1, u ∈ Rm, y ∈ Rp, A ∈ Rp×p[r] is comonic with A0 = Ip, B ∈ Rp×m[r],
H : Rm → Rm is a static nonlinearity, and (A, B) is left coprime, causal, and has
a degree of n. Furthermore, consider the case where the measurement x of u is
corrupted by an additive noise signal v, and the measurement z of y is corrupted by
an additive noise signal w, that is,
x(k) = u(k) + v(k),
z(k) = y(k) + w(k).
(7.2)








Figure 7.1: Measurements of the input and output of a Hammerstein system in the
presence of the measurement noise processes v and w.
Throughout the chapter, we attempt to identify the system G and nonlinearity
H given only the signals x and z. Specifically, we employ an ersatz nonlinearity
E : Rm → Rm, even though E may bear little resemblance to H. The identification














Figure 7.2: Identification of a Hammerstein system using the ersatz nonlinearity E .
7.3 Parametric Hammerstein System Estimation
When there exists a known parametric form for the Hammerstein nonlinearity H,
then concurrent identification of both the Hammerstein nonlinearity H as well as the
linear system G can be posed as a straight-forward bilinear optimization problem as
in [54, 56, 61, 63]. Here we show that via overparameterization, the problem can be
posed as a linear optimization problem. First, we introduce the assumption:














where E0, . . . , Ed−1 ∈ Rm×m are unknown coefficient matrices and F0, . . . , Fd−1 are
known functions which map Rm → Rm.
7.3.1 Deterministic Output Measurement Noise
We now consider the case where the output measurement noise w is deterministic,
and the input measurement noise v is zero. In this case, we show that deterministic
noise components can be handled exactly via overparameterization. Specifically, in
the context of the additive measurement noise model (7.2), let the following assump-
tions hold:
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Assumption 7.3.2. v(k) = 0m×1 for all k ≥ 1.
Assumption 7.3.3. There exists a comonic L ∈ Rp×p[r] such that, for all k ≥ 1,
L(r)A(r)w(k) = 0p×1.
Furthermore, L0 = Ip.
Remark 7.3.1. Assumption 7.3.3 holds when w is the sum of sinusoids, ramps,
constants, damped exponentials, etc, as in Chapter V. 

















































ZN , Γz,s,1,N ,
and letting s denote the degree of (C, D), it follows that
ZN = ΘΦN . (7.4)
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Next, consider the least-squares estimate Θ̂N of Θ given by











and consider the following assumption:
Assumption 7.3.4. There exists a finite positive integer N ′ such that ΦN has
full rank for all N ≥ N ′.
Then we have the following fact:
Fact 7.3.1. Let Assumptions 7.3.1 - 7.3.4 hold. If N ≥ N ′, then Θ̂N = Θ.























Remark 7.3.2. Two difficulties are presented in the above analysis. First, the
degree s of (C, D) was used in constructing the regressor ΦN in the least-squares
estimate. However, in lieu of this information, one can simply overestimate the degree
sufficiently, or use a rank estimation technique such as that presented in Chapter
III. Unfortunately, there is also a second difficulty, namely, even when s is known
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exactly, ΦN may be rank deficient (a violation of Assumption 7.3.4), regardless of
the input. This is simply due to the fact that in MIMO polynomial matrix models
(unlike scalar systems), there may not exist a unique comonic parameterization of





where (·)+ denotes the Moore-Penrose psuedo-inverse of (·). Then for all γ,
Θ̂γN = ZNΦ
+
N + N (ΦN ) γ,
is also an equally valid representation of Θ, where N (·) denotes a basis for the
nullspace of (·). Thus without imposing addition constraints on the estimated model
or placing assumptions on the form of the original system, sometimes the best one
can due (using these techniques) is obtain a multiple of the original linear system
(A, B). Refer to Theorem 5.3.1 and Corollary 5.3.1. 
7.3.2 Equation Error Model
Another common estimation framework is to consider the equation error approach.
Specifically, in the context of the additive measurement noise model (7.2), let the
following additional assumption hold:
Assumption 7.3.5. There exists a comonic L ∈ Rp×p[r] such that, for all k ≥ 1,
L(r)A(r)w(k) = w′(k),
where w′ ∈ Rp is a realization of the independent and identically distributed, zero-
mean, random process W ′ with finite covariance. Furthermore, L0 = Ip.
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Then from (7.1)-(7.2) and Assumptions 7.3.1, 7.3.2, and 7.3.5, we have the equa-











W ′N , Γw,s,1,N ,
and letting ZN , Θ, and ΦN be defined as before, it follows that
ZN = ΘΦN + W
′
N . (7.6)
Next, consider the least-squares estimate Θ̂N of Θ given by











Furthermore, let the following assumptions also hold:





is deterministic and bounded.






Assumption 7.3.7. For all k ≥ 1, j ∈ [0, d − 1], and nonnegative i,
E
[












χ, where χ ∈ R(dm[s+1]+ps)×(dm[s+1]+ps) is
nonsingular.
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Assumption 7.3.9. (C, D) is asymptotically stable.
Fact 7.3.2. Let Assumptions 7.3.1-7.3.2 and 7.3.5-7.3.9 hold. Then Θ̂N is a
strongly consistent estimate of Θ.

























































































7.4 Decoupling Parametric Estimates
In the previous section, we showed several cases in which the least-squares esti-
mate Θ̂N is a strongly consistent estimate of Θ. In this way, the bilinear least-squares
problem was cast as a linear least-squares problem via overparameterization. How-
ever, now we would like to separate the components. Here we show that this can be
done with the singular value decomposition.
Consider the least-squares estimate Θ̂N of Θ. Then in the previous section, we

















However, now we would like to decouple the estimates, that is, we would like to
obtain estimates D̂0, . . . , D̂s and Ê0, . . . , Êd−1 from the strongly consistent estimates
D̂0θ(E), . . . , D̂sθ(E).
Algorithm 7.4.1. Let D̂0θ(E), . . . , D̂sθ(E) be strongly consistent estimates of
D0θ(E), . . . , Dsθ(E). Then the following algorithm yields estimates D̂0, . . . , D̂s and
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Ê0, . . . , Êd−1 of D0, . . . , Ds and E0, . . . , Ed−1, respectively.

















2) Let η , min (m, p(s + 1)).


















≤ min (m, p(s + 1)) ,
= η.






















where U ∈ Rp(s+1)×η, S ∈ Rη×η, V ∈ Rη×dm, UT U ′ = 0, UT U = Iη, V ′V T = 0,
and V V T = Iη.




















Remark 7.4.1. From the previous algorithm, it should be apparent that the
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since there will always be at least a matrix scale factor ambiguity in between θ̂(DT )
and θ̂(E). 
7.5 Nonparametric Hammerstein System Estimation
There are several methods of nonparametric Hammerstein system identification,
most of which use separable inputs to decouple the identification of Hammerstein
nonlinearity and linear system [53,59,60,72]. Here we present two methods for iden-
tifying the linear system, namely, a correlation-based approach already well-known
in the literature [59] (based on the generalized Bussgang theorem [59, 73]), and a
novel µ-Markov-based least-squares approach. Furthermore, we show via numerical
examples, that the µ-Markov-based approach yields estimates with a lower variance,
and hence, is preferable. We also show that the µ-Markov-based approach works well
in the case of unstable system identification.
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7.5.1 Correlation-Based Markov Parameter Estimation
The correlation-based Markov parameter estimation technique we present here is
based upon the generalized Bussgang theorem [59, 73]. However, while the ersatz
nonlinearity is almost always taken to be the linear or absolute value function in the
literature [60], here we generalize to allow for an arbitrary ersatz nonlinearity.
Let the following assumptions hold:
Assumption 7.5.1. u ∈ Rm and v ∈ Rm are realizations of the independent and



















Assumption 7.5.2. For all k ≥ 1 and nonnegative p, the means and covariances
of UH(k), XE(k), UH(k + p)X
T
E (k), and XE(k + p)X
T
E (k) are finite. Furthermore,
















Assumption 7.5.3. w ∈ Rp is a realization of the stationary, colored random





















Assumption 7.5.4. The random processes U , V, and W are independent of each
other.






Remark 7.5.1. When the distribution of X is known, we can always choose an
ersatz nonlinearity which satisfies Assumption 7.5.5. Specifically, suppose our first
choice of ersatz nonlinearity E , does not satisfy Assumption 7.5.5. Then choosing





yields an ersatz nonlinearity E ′ which does satisfy Assumption 7.5.5. Furthermore,





mean in (7.11) since x is measured. 







z(k + i)xE(k). (7.12)






where S ∈ Rm×m is given by (7.10) and is nonsingular.
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y(k + i) + w(k + i)
]
xE(k).



























where S is nonsingular from Assumption 7.5.2. 
Remark 7.5.2.Satisfying the condition that S is nonsingular in Assumption 7.5.2
is typically the most difficult assumption to satisfy a priori since the signal uH is not
measured. In practice, however, there are some non-rigorous tests we can apply. For
example, when S is singular in the SISO case, then
̂θµ−1(H) =
[






Although, it is impossible to determine whether this is due to the fact that S = 0,
θµ−1(H) = 01×µ, or both, in this case, one can simply test several choices of E ; these
choices including strictly odd, strictly odd, and combination ersatz nonlinearities. If
̂θµ−1(H) appears to be the zero vector for all of the choices of E , then it is reasonable
to assume that θµ−1(H) = 01×µ. 
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7.5.2 µ-Markov-Based Least-Squares Estimates of Markov Parameters
Here we show that when the input and input noise are white, the Markov pa-
rameters can be estimated semi-consistently under fairly general conditions using
least-squares and the µ-Markov model.
Consider again the system (7.1) and measurement noise equations (7.2), where we
















































Then we have the following fact:
Fact 7.5.2. Let Assumptions 7.5.1-7.5.5 hold. Furthermore, let s ≥ 0 and µ ≥ 1.











where R and S are given by (7.9) and (7.10), respectively, and ̂θµ−1(H) is the Markov
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parameter portion of the least-squares estimate Θ̂s,µ,N .












































where, from (7.1)-(7.2) and (7.13)-(7.15), we have that
(
ΘµΦ̃s,µ,N + WN − Θ̂s,µ,NΦs,µ,N
)
ΨTE[x],s,µ,N = 0p×mµ.





































































where the product SR−1 is nonsingular from Assumption 7.5.2. 
7.5.3 Numerical Comparison
Here we compare the correlation-based Markov parameter estimation approach
with the µ-Markov-based least-squares approach. Specifically, we examine the bias
and variance of the estimates for finite data with Monte Carlo simulations.
Remark 7.5.3. In the µ-Markov-based Markov parameter estimates, we need to
choose a model degree s as well as the number of Markov parameters µ we would like
explicitly displayed in the model (6.1). Furthermore, from Fact 7.5.2, the degree s of
the model does not depend on the degree n of (A, B) in (7.1). In what follows, we
refer to s as the model degree which is used in (6.1) and Fact 7.5.2. 
Example 7.5.1. Consider the linearized longitudinal model of the T-2 aircraft
(1.1) in the presence of a Hammerstein nonlinearity as in (7.1), where for all k ≥ 1,
U is an independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variable with zero
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mean and unit variance, and
A(r) , 1 − 1.862r + 0.8798r2,
B(r) , −0.009767r− 0.006026r2,
v(k) , 0,















that is, the input and output measurement noise are zero so that estimation errors
are attributable solely to the fact that the Hammerstein nonlinearity is not known.
Furthermore, the initial conditions are taken to be zero, that is,
u(2) = u(1) = y(2) = y(1) = 0.
Figure 7.3 displays the Hammerstein and ersatz nonlinearities, as well as the prob-
ability density function of U over the range [−2, 2] which contains the significant
portion of the input distribution space. Note that the ersatz nonlinearity bears no
resemblance to the Hammerstein nonlinearity over this range. Furthermore, neither
the ersatz nor the Hammerstein nonlinearity is strictly even or odd.
Next, let ĤCOi and Ĥ
LS
i denote the correlation-based and µ-Markov-based least-
squares estimates, respectively, of the ith Markov parameter. Then numerically eval-







































Figure 7.3: Comparison of the Hammerstein nonlinearity H, ersatz nonlinearity E ,
and probability density function of U .









Next, we examine the mean and variance of the scaled version of both estimates
using Monte Carlo simulations. Specifically, let µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, and
consider 5,000 independent realizations of U . Then Figure 7.4 shows the scatter of
the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov based estimates of the first ten Markov
parameters, the true Markov parameters, and the mean of the estimates. From Figure
7.4, we can see that for the chosen set of parameters, the correlation-based approach
yields estimates with a higher degree of scatter than the µ-Markov-based estimates.
Furthermore, it appears that both estimates are unbiased. Figure 7.5 then shows the
histogram of the error of the tenth Markov parameter estimates over the 5,000 trials.
Figure 7.5, like Figure 7.4, shows that the µ-Markov based estimates have less scatter
than the correlation-based estimates. Figure 7.5 also confirms that both methods
appear to be unbiased. 
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Figure 7.4: Comparison of the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-based Markov
parameter estimates for the first ten Markov parameters over 5,000 trials
when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , exp[x/2 + 2]/10− 0.83729, and the
system is stable. The red ◦ denotes the true Markov parameter, the black
+ denotes the mean of the estimates over the trials (as an indication of
biasedness), and the blue • denotes the estimate for each trial.
Next, we show a case in which the Hammerstein nonlinearity is known fairly
well. In this case, as in section 7.3, as long as an upper bound for the degree of
(A, B) is known, we can exactly identify the Markov parameters using the µ-Markov-
based least-squares approach. However, the correlation-based estimates will still only
converge in the limit. We demonstrate this with the following example:
Example 7.5.2. Consider the Hammerstein system (7.1), where for all k ≥ 1,
U is an independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and unit variance. Furthermore, we have the same conditions (7.17) as in the

































Figure 7.5: Histogram of the error in the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-
based Markov parameter estimates of the tenth Markov parameter over
5,000 trials when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , exp[x/2 + 2]/10 −
0.83729, and the system is stable.
Then numerically evaluating R and S given by (7.9)-(7.10), we find that
R = 1.5, S = 15.
Finally, letting µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, and considering 5,000 independent
realizations of U , Figure 7.6 shows the scatter of the scaled correlation-based and
µ-Markov-based estimates of the first ten Markov parameters, the true Markov pa-
rameters, and the mean of the estimates. From Figure 7.6, we can see that the
µ-Markov-based estimates are exact, although the correlation-based estimates are
not. In fact, it appears that the correlation-based estimates have approximately the
same degree of scatter as in Example 7.5.1, where we used an ersatz nonlinearity that
bore no resemblance to the Hammerstein nonlinearity. Figure 7.7 shows a very similar
histogram for the correlation-based estimates as Figure 7.5, while the µ-Markov-based
estimates are now exact. 
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-based Markov
parameter estimates for the first ten Markov parameters over 5,000 trials
when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , x3, and the system is stable. The
red ◦ denotes the true Markov parameter, the black + denotes the mean
of the estimates over the trials (as an indication of biasedness), and the
blue • denotes the estimate for each trial.
Finally, as a point of comparison, we examine the effect of choosing the ersatz
nonlinearity to be the linear function, as is common throughout the literature [59].
Example 7.5.3. Consider the Hammerstein system (7.1), where for all k ≥ 1,
U is an independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and unit variance. Furthermore, we have the same conditions (7.17) as in the






Then numerically evaluating R and S given by (7.9)-(7.10), we find that
R = 1.0, S = 0.3.
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Figure 7.7: Histogram of the error in the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-
based Markov parameter estimates of the tenth Markov parameter over
5,000 trials when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , x3, and the system is
stable.
Finally, letting µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, and considering 5,000 independent realiza-
tions of U , Figure 7.8 shows the scatter of the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov
based estimates of the first ten Markov parameters, the true Markov parameters, and
the mean of the estimates. From Figure 7.8, we can see that the µ-Markov-based
estimates still appear to have less scatter than the correlation-based estimates. Fur-
thermore, comparing Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.4, it appears that taking the ersatz
nonlinearity to be linear yields approximately the same quality of estimates as in
Example 7.5.1. However, comparing Figure 7.9 with Figure 7.5, it is apparent that
in general, taking the ersatz nonlinearity to be linear does not yield better estimates
than our choice in Example 7.5.1. 
Remark 7.5.4.The previous examples appear to show that it is always beneficial
to use the µ-Markov-based least-squares estimates of the Markov parameters over the
correlation-based estimates. However, it turns out that proving this is very difficult.
Although it is easy to verify that the correlation-based estimates are unbiased, this
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-based Markov
parameter estimates for the first ten Markov parameters over 5,000 trials
when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , x, and the system is stable. The
red ◦ denotes the true Markov parameter, the black + denotes the mean
of the estimates over the trials (as an indication of biasedness), and the
blue • denotes the estimate for each trial.
is not easily accomplished for the µ-Markov model, the difficulty being that consis-
tency is an asymptotic result. Some results can be found on establishing confidence
ellipsoids for least-squares estimates in the finite data context (and in the presence
of no Hammerstein nonlinearity), although these results require simplifications, such
as the need that the input be Gaussian [74]. Furthermore, as the authors note, these
bounds tend to be vastly overconservative. 
7.5.4 Unstable Systems
In the previous sections, we showed conditions under which the correlation-based
and µ-Markov-based estimates were semi-consistent. However, both methods required
the assumption that the system was asymptotically stable. Here we show that, even
when the system is unstable, numerically it appears that we can still obtain unbiased
estimates
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Figure 7.9: Histogram of the error in the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-
based Markov parameter estimates of the tenth Markov parameter over
5,000 trials when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , x, and the system is
stable.
Example 7.5.4. Consider the Hammerstein system (7.1), where for all k ≥ 1,
U is an independent and identically distributed Gaussian random variable with zero
mean and unit variance, and
A(r) , 1 − 1.862r + 1.001r2,
B(r) , −0.009767r− 0.006026r2,
v(k) , 0,















that is, the input and output measurement noise are zero so that errors are at-
tributable solely to the fact that the Hammerstein nonlinearity is not known. Fur-
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thermore, the initial conditions are taken to be nonzero, specifically
u(2) = u(1) = y(2) = y(1) = 5,
and R and S are given in Example 7.5.1. Also, note that A(r) is unstable, specifically,
the roots of A(r) are now 0.931 ± 0.3664i, where 0.9312 + 0.36642 = 1.001.
Next, letting µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, and considering 5,000 independent realiza-
tions of U , Figure 7.10 shows the scatter of the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov
based estimates of the first ten Markov parameters, the true Markov parameters, and
the mean of the estimates. From Figure 7.10, we can see that the µ-Markov-based
estimates are fairly accurate compared to Figures 7.4 and 7.8. Also, from Figure 7.10,
we can see that the correlation-based estimates are much less accurate compared to
the same figures. In fact, we had to scale the axis differently in Figure 7.10 to be able
to capture all of the scatter in the estimates. However, note that a direct comparison
with the previous examples is difficult, since the variance of the estimates is directly
related to the system parameters, which are different in this example. Figure 7.11
displays the histograms of the errors in the estimates of the tenth Markov parameter.
Finally, note that, unlike the previous examples, where we considered a stable
system, the model degree (s = 6) was important for capturing the initial condition
response in the µ-Markov-based estimates. In fact, Figure 7.12 shows that when
s = 0, the µ-Markov-based estimates perform just as badly as the correlation-based
estimates. 
Remark 7.5.5. The rule of thumb, when modeling unstable systems, is that the
degree s of the µ-Markov model must be greater than or equal the number of unstable
modes of the system to allow the model structure to capture the instability. 
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-based Markov
parameter estimates for the first ten Markov parameters over 5,000 trials
when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , exp[x/2 + 2]/10 − 0.83729, and
the system is unstable. The red ◦ denotes the true Markov parameter,
the black + denotes the mean of the estimates over the trials (as an
indication of biasedness), and the blue • denotes the estimate for each
trial.
7.6 Conclusions
We considered the use of an ersatz nonlinearity in parametric and nonparametric
MIMO Hammerstein system identification. In parametric identification, we recast
the problem as a linear optimization problem, after which the estimates were de-
coupled using the singular value decomposition. In nonparametric identification, we
revisited correlation-based Markov parameter estimation techniques and introduced
a novel method of µ-Markov-based Markov parameter estimation. Furthermore, we
showed numerically that the µ-Markov-based estimation method yields Markov pa-
rameter estimates with a lower variance than the correlation-based estimates. We also
showed numerically, that the µ-Markov-based method was able to produce reasonable
estimates in the unstable case.
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Figure 7.11: Histogram of the error in the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-
based Markov parameter estimates of the tenth Markov parameter over
5,000 trials when µ = 10, s = 6, N = 100, E [x] , exp[x/2 + 2]/10 −
0.83729, and the system is unstable.
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of the scaled correlation-based and µ-Markov-based Markov
parameter estimates for the first ten Markov parameters over 5,000 trials
when µ = 10, s = 0, N = 100, E [x] , exp[x/2 + 2]/10 − 0.83729, and
the system is unstable. The red ◦ denotes the true Markov parameter,
the black + denotes the mean of the estimates over the trials (as an





In this final chapter, we present an elimination theory-based method for solving
equality-constrained multivariate polynomial least-squares problems in system iden-
tification. However, while most algorithms in elimination theory rely upon Gröbner
bases and symbolic multivariate polynomial division algorithms, we present an algo-
rithm which is based on computing the nullspace of a large sparse matrix and the
zeros of a scalar, univariate polynomial.
8.1 Introduction
As system identification stretches the boundaries of optimal estimation toward
ever more complicated scenarios, that is, with nonlinearities present and under more
difficult noise assumptions, the optimization problems that need be solved also be-
gin to push the boundaries of what is possible. Specifically, system identification is
typically concerned with posing an optimization problem and attributing properties
such as unbiasedness or consistency to its global minimizer [2, 3, 6]. However, as
the identification problems become more difficult, the applicability of advanced sys-
tem identification theory becomes harder to justify when the global minimizer also
becomes increasingly difficult to ascertain. Indeed, many minimization methods guar-
antee that we find only a local minimizer, while also exhibiting a sometimes severe
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dependence on the initial guess.
Here we present a method for solving equality-constrained multivariate polyno-
mial least-squares problems in a general manner. Specifically, although this problem
has been addressed in algebraic geometry, all of the available literature appears to
revolve around Gröbner bases and symbolic multivariate polynomial division algo-
rithms [66, 67]. Here we show how to solve the same problem using linear algebra
techniques. Specifically, we show that this problem amounts to nothing more than
the computation of the nullspace of a large sparse matrix, and then computing the ze-
ros of a scalar, univariate polynomial. Furthermore, the method we present does not
rely on an initial guess, and yields the set of local and global minimizers to equality-
constrained multivariate polynomial optimization problems when there exist a finite
number of local and global minimizers.
8.2 Preliminaries
There are two types of notation we will interchange between in this chapter,
multivariate polynomial notation and Kronecker notation. We use both types for
several reasons, namely, to appeal to a wider audience, to relate the present chapter
to past results, and finally, to express ideas as concisely as possible, since some ideas
may be easier to grasp and explain in one notation. Definition 8.2.1 and 8.2.2 can be
found in [66], but are repeated for completeness.
Definition 8.2.1. A monomial f in x1, . . . , xn is a product of the form
f = xα11 · x
α2
2 · · ·x
αn
n ,
where α1, . . . , αn are nonnegative integers. Furthermore, the total degree of f is the
sum α1 + · · ·+ αn. Specifically, we write
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deg(f) = α1 + · · ·+ αn.
Definition 8.2.2. A polynomial g in x1, . . . , xn with coefficients in R is a finite






where k is a finite positive integer, a1, . . . , ak ∈ R are nonzero, and f1, . . . , fk are
monomials in x1, . . . , xn. Furthermore, the set of polynomials in x1, . . . , xn with coeffi-
cients in R is denoted R[x1, . . . , xn], and the total degree of g is
max(deg(f1), . . . , deg(fk)). Specifically we write
deg(g) = max (deg (f1) , . . . , deg (fk)) .
Remark 8.2.1. We primarily consider polynomials in R here since least-squares
problems over complex variables can be recast over real variables, as shown in sub-
section 8.4.3. 
Definition 8.2.3. Let f1 and f2 be monomials in x1, . . . , xn given by
f1 , x
α1
1 · · ·x
αn
n , f2 , x
γ1
1 · · ·x
γn
n .
Also, let k be the smallest integer in [1, n] such that δ , αk − γk is nonzero. Then
we say that f1 >rglex f2 if either 1) deg(f1) < deg(f2) or 2) deg(f1) = deg(f2) and
δ > 0, where (·)rglex denotes a reverse graded lexicographical ordering.
Notation 8.2.1. Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn and let t be a nonnegative integer.
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Then
x⊗t , x ⊗ x ⊗ x ⊗ · · · ⊗ x,
1 2 3 · · · t

















and x⊗≤trglex denotes a reduced version of x
⊗≤t where the terms are rglex ordered and
the redundant entries are removed.
Remark 8.2.2. If we evaluate x⊗≤trglex at a, then it may happen that some of the
entries of a⊗≤trglex are redundant. However these are not removed. For instance. Let
x = (x1, x2), t = 2, and a = (a1, a2) = (1, 1). Then
a⊗≤2rglex =
[
1, a1, a2, a
2











Lemma 8.2.1. Let g ∈ R[x1, . . . , xn], deg(g) = α, x =
[







Then there exists β ∈ R(n+1)
α





· β = βrglex · x
⊗≤α
rglex . (8.2)




and x⊗≤αrglex contain all of the monomials
in x1, . . . , xn of total degree less than or equal to α. Since g is defined to be a linear
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combination of monomials in x1, . . . , xn with total degree less than α, it follows that
there exists β ∈ R(n+1)
α
and βrglex ∈ R1×nα such that (8.2) holds. 
















1, x1, x2, x1, x
2







1, x1, x2, x
2









·β = βrglex ·x
⊗≤2
rglex can contain
every monomial in x1, x2 of total degree less than or equal 2. 
8.3 Problem Statement







































where A ∈ Rk×(n+1)
s
, C ∈ Rm×(n+1)
t
, and s and t are nonnegative integers. Then the
problem is to determine all of the local and global minimizers of (8.3). In particular,
we are interested in the case where there are a finite number of local minimizers of














s.t. Crglex · x
⊗≤t
rglex = 0m×1, (8.4)
where ns and nt are given by (8.1), and Arglex ∈ Rk×ns and Crglex ∈ Rm×nt are found









Remark 8.3.1. Although (8.3) and (8.4) are exactly equivalent, we present them
both since most ideas will be easier to express when written in the form (8.3). How-
ever, in practice, one should almost always use the form (8.4) since it is a compressed
notation for (8.3). 
Example 8.3.1. Consider the problem (8.3) where n = 2, s = t = 2, and
A ∈ Rk×(n+1)
s
and C ∈ Rm×(n+1)
t
are given. Furthermore, let ai ∈ R
k×1 and ci ∈ R
m×1













Remark 8.3.2. There may exist an infinite number of solutions of (8.4). For

















Then there are two curves which minimize (8.4), namely,
i) x1 = 0 and x2 ∈ R.
ii) x1 ∈ R and x2 = 1.

Remark 8.3.3.There may also be no solution of (8.3). This is typically due to the




0m×1. For instance, suppose the constraint Crglex · x
⊗≤t
rglex = 0m×1 reduces to
x1 − 1 = 0, x1 − 2 = 0.
Then there is no solution of (8.3). 
8.4 Special Cases
Here we present three important commonly encountered special cases of (8.3)-
(8.4).
8.4.1 Equality-Constrained Linear Least-Squares












s.t. C̃ · x = d̃, (8.5)










we have that (8.5) is equivalently given by (8.4), with s = t = 1, and Arglex and Crglex
given by (8.6).
8.4.2 Equality-Constrained Bilinear Least-Squares























where Ay ∈ R
k×p, Az ∈ R
k×q, Ayz ∈ R
k×pq, b ∈ Rk, Cy ∈ R
ℓ×p, Cz ∈ R
ℓ×q, Cyz ∈






















−d, Cy, Cz, Cyz · P
]
, (8.9)
we have that (8.7) is equivalently given by (8.3), with s = t = 2, n = p + q, and A
and C given by (8.8) and (8.9), respectively.
8.4.3 Equality-Constrained Multivariate Polynomial
Least-Squares over the Complex Domain
Consider the equality-constrained multivariate polynomial least-squares problem







































where ‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius norm of (·), Ã ∈ Ck
′×ps, C̃ ∈ Cm
′×pt , and s and t




















































we have that (8.10) is equivalently given by (8.3), with n = 2p, k = 2k′, m = 2m′,
and A and C given by (8.11). In this way we have recast (8.10) from a problem over
the complex domain to one over the real domain as noted in Remark 8.2.1.
8.5 Necessary Conditions of Optimality
The necessary conditions of optimality that we employ are the standard La-
grangian conditions.
Notation 8.5.1.Let x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ R
n and let m and p be integers such that
n = m · p. Then

























x1, · · · , xpm
]T
.
We will also find the following fact useful [68]:
Fact 8.5.1. Let x ∈ Rn, E ∈ Rℓ×m, F ∈ Rp×q, and G ∈ Rn×n, where n = m · p.
Then
(
F T ⊗ E
)
· x = E · unvec (x, m, p) · F.
Furthermore,
xT · G · x = (x ⊗ x)T · vec (G) .
Thus we summarize the necessary conditions of optimality in following lemma:
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Furthermore, let β , ηr−1 and p , n + m. If x ∈ Rn is a minimizer of (8.3), then






















· D̃, η, β
)
, (8.13)
λ = (λ1, . . . , λm) are the Lagrange multipliers, and Pηr−i,η is the Kronecker permu-
tation matrix [68].
Proof. First, due to the constraints, we introduce the Lagrange multipliers
λ1, . . . , λm, and let λ ,
[
λ1 · · · λm
]T




. Hence from Fact















and thus the Lagrange function is given by
Λ = Junc + λ























































Therefore, computing the Jacobian of Λ with respect to y, and setting it equal to
zero, we have (8.12). 
Remark 8.5.1. Significant memory and computational savings are possible by
saving and computing the necessary conditions of optimality with respect to a rglex
ordering. 
8.6 Elimination Theory
Elimination theory deals with eliminating variables from systems of multivariate
polynomial equations, such as the equation set (8.12), primarily through the use of
Gröbner bases with respect to lexicographic order [66]. However, while the theory
is quite powerful, to the knowledge of this author, all of the algorithms available for
computing Gröbner bases revolve around symbolic iterative multivariate polynomial
division algorithms. Here we will attempt to perform the same basic function of
elimination theory (eliminating variables from systems of multivariate polynomial
equations) numerically.
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Definition 8.6.1. Let g1, . . . , gk ∈ R[y1, . . . , yp], r be a nonnegative integer, D ∈
Rk×(p+1)
r
, pr be given by (8.1), Drglex ∈ Rk×pr, and z = (z1, . . . , zp) ∈ Cp. Then
i) z is a zero of g1, . . . , gk if g1(z) = · · · = gk(z) = 0.











iii) z is a zero of Drglex if Drglex · z
⊗≤r
rglex = 0k×1,
where p and r in (ii) and (iii) should be clear from context. Furthermore, we say that
zi is a partial i-zero.
Theorem 8.6.1. Let g1, . . . , gk ∈ R[y1, . . . , yp], let i ∈ [1, p], and let there ex-
ist a finite number of partial i-zeros of g1, . . . , gk. Then there exists hi,1 . . . , hi,k ∈




hi,j · gj = fi. (8.14)
Furthermore, if zi ∈ C is a partial i-zero of g1, . . . , gk, then fi(zi) = 0.
Proof. The result (8.14) is a direct result of the Hilbert’s well-known Nullstel-
lensatz [66]. 
Corollary 8.6.1. Let y ∈ Rp, r be a nonnegative integer, pr be given by (8.1),
Drglex ∈ Rk×pr , i ∈ [1, p], and let there exist a finite number of partial i-zeros of
Drglex. Then there exists a nonnegative integer γi, Erglex ∈ R

























Proof. Corollary 8.6.1 is a direct result of Theorem 8.6.1 and Lemma 8.2.1, where
the polynomial notation used in Theorem 8.6.1 has been replaced with Kronecker
notation using Lemma 8.2.1. 






Theorem 8.6.1 and Corollary 8.6.1 show that when there exist a finite number of
partial i-zeros, we can always find a nonzero univariate polynomial which is in the
range of the original set of multivariate polynomials. This is beneficial since once the
equation set is reduced to a univariate polynomial, we can solve for all of the solutions
using standard polynomial root solvers, and then determine which combination(s)
of partial zeros form a minimizer of our original optimization problem (8.3)-(8.4).
Furthermore, recall that some of the unknown variables in the necessary conditions
may be Lagrange multipliers. However, we do not need to solve for these to compute
the minimizers of (8.3)-(8.4). First, we introduce some notation and elaborate on a
numerical algorithm for determining univariate polynomials from a set of multivariate
polynomials.
Notation 8.6.1. Let p, r, and γ be nonnegative integers, and let pr and pγ be
given by (8.1). Then Λp,r,γ ∈ Z
p(r+γ)×prpγ is the binary matrix such that for every












· Λp,r,γ · F. (8.16)
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Notation 8.6.2. Let i ∈ [1, p], let βi and p be nonnegative integers, and let pβi





(p − i + j)!
(j)!(p − i)!
+ 1,
for every j ∈ [0, βi], we take Ωi,p,βi ∈ R
(βi+1)×pβi to be the binary matrix such that
the (j + 1)th row of Ωi,p,βi is the ζ
th
i,j row of Ipβi , where I denotes the identity matrix.
Furthermore, we take ∆i,p,βi ∈ R
(pβi−βi−1)×pβi to be the pβi identity matrix Ipβi , where
the rows ζi,0, . . . , ζi,βi of Ipβi have been removed.
Remark 8.6.2. Let i ∈ [1, p], let Drglex ∈ R







Then Ωi,p,βi is the binary matrix which returns the monomials in yi from y
⊗≤βi
rglex ,












Conversely, ∆i,p,βi is the binary matrix which removes the monomials in yi (1, yi, y
2
i , . . . , y
βi
i )




, i = 2, and

















y1, · · · , yi−1, yi+1, · · · , yp, y
2
1, · · · , (yi−1yp), (yiyi+1), · · ·
]T
.










· ∆Ti,p,β · ∆i,p,β · Drglex,
it follows that g = g′ + g′′, where g′ contains all of the monomials in yi present in g,
and g′′ contains all of the remaining terms in g. 
Algorithm 8.6.1. Let r be a nonnegative integer, let pr be given by (8.1), let
Drglex ∈ Rk×pr , and let i ∈ [1, p]. Also, assume that there exist a finite number of
partial i-zeros of Drglex. Then the following algorithm yields a set Zi which contains
the partial i-zeros of Drglex, that is, if zi ∈ C is a partial i-zero of Drglex, then zi ∈ Zi.
1) γi = 0.
2) Increment γi by 1.
3) Compute a basis V ∈ Rknγi×ν for the nullspace of
Ψi,p,r,γi ,
[






4) If V is empty (ν = 0) or
F ,
[







is zero, return to step 2.
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5) F is a matrix of coefficients for a set of univariate polynomial equations, that is,
(yi)
⊗≤(r+γi)
rglex · F =
[
f1, · · · , fν
]
, (8.18)
where f1, . . . , fν ∈ R[yi].
6) Compute the set Z1 of zeros of f1 using a univariate polynomial root solver.
7) j = 1 and Zi,1 = Z1.
8) Increment j by 1.
9) Compute the set Zj of zeros of fj using a univariate polynomial root solver.
10) Zi,j = Zi,j−1 ∩ Zj .
11) If Zi,j 6= {} and j < ν, that is, there is at least 1 zero of f1, . . . , fj, return to step
8.
12) Zi , Zi,j.
Remark 8.6.3. From Theorem 8.6.1 and Corollary 8.6.1, we are guaranteed that
there will exist a nonnegative γi and a nonzero F in Algorithm 8.6.1. Furthermore,
the nonzero columns of F in step 4 are the the F ′is in Corollary 8.6.1. 
Remark 8.6.4. Once a nonzero F has been determined in Algorithm 8.6.1, there
are several ways of determining the set Zi. An alternative method is to choose a
univariate polynomial fi in (8.18), compute the zeros of fi, and choose one of the
zeros zi of fi. Then zi ∈ Zi if f1(zi) = · · · = fν(zi) = 0. In this way, looping over all
of the zeros of fi, we could determine the set Zi. 
Next, we put together a simple algorithm for determining the all of the local and
global minimizers of (8.3)-(8.4).
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Algorithm 8.6.2. Let r be a nonnegative integer, pr be given by (8.1), Crglex
be given by (8.4), m denote the number of Lagrange multipliers in Lemma 8.5.1,
n , p − m, and let Drglex ∈ Rk×pr be the rglex reduced version of the necessary
condition given in Lemma 8.5.1. Also, assume that there exist a finite number of
local minimizers of (8.3)-(8.4). Then the following algorithm yields the set Z of local
minimizers of (8.3)-(8.4).
1) i = 0.
2) i = i + 1.
3) Apply Algorithm 8.6.1 to Drglex, yielding the set of partial solutions Zi.
4) Let ξi denote the number of elements of Zi.
5) If i < n, return to step 2.
6) Construct the set P of all of the ξ1 · · · ξn combinations possible by choosing one
element from each Zi.
7) j = 0 and Z = {}, the empty set.
8) j = j + 1.
9) Choose an element of y ∈ P and remove y from P.
10) If y is real and y is a zero of Crglex, add y to the set Z.
11) If j < ξ1 · · · ξn, return to step 8.
8.7 Sparse Nullspace Calculation
In Algorithm 8.6.1, the principal calculation is to compute the nullspace of Ψi,p,r,γi
in (8.17), the practicality of which may seem unreasonable since Ψi,p,r,γi is of dimen-
sion
[
p(r+γi) − r − γi − 1
]
× kpγi , which increases rapidly as γi is increased (step 2).
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However, Ψi,p,r,γi also becomes sparse as γi increases, as evidenced by the product
DTrglex ⊗ Ipγi in (8.6.2). Hence the practicality of Algorithm 8.6.2, and thus the solv-
ability of the optimization problems (8.3)-(8.4) using the present (non-Gröbner basis
based) approach revolves around our ability to compute the nullspace of large space
matrices reliably.
However, computation of a nullspace for a large sparse matrix is not a straight-
forward matter since the most numerically reliable methods, the singular value and
QR decomposition, are typically infeasible from a memory and computation point of
view. This is primarily because the nullspace in both of these algorithms is necessar-
ily orthogonal, and hence the sparsity of the original matrix is typically not passed
along to the nullspace. Hence here we propose an alternative method for computing
the nullspace of large sparse matrices. We begin by introducing some necessary facts.
Fact 8.7.1. Let a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈ R1×k be nonzero and let A ∈ Rℓ×k. Also, let
cj , max (|a1|, . . . , |ak|) ,
d ,
[






























and let V ′ ∈ R(k−1)×ν be a basis for the nullspace of A · U . Then
i) U is a basis for the nullspace of a.











iii) The singular values of U are given by
σ1 =
√
1 + f · fT , σ2 = · · · = σk−1 = 1.
Proof. First, since a is nonzero, the dimension of the nullspace of a is k − 1.
Furthermore, since rank [U ] = k − 1 and a · U = 01×(k−1), it follows that U is a basis
for the nullspace of a.
Next, suppose that there exists an y ∈ Rk in the nullspace of A′ which is not
in the rangespace of V , that is, suppose V is not a complete basis for the nullspace
of A′. Then since a · y = 0 and U is a basis for the nullspace of a, there exists
y ∈ R(k−1) such that y = U · y, where y is not in the rangespace of V ′. However,
since A · y = A · U · y = 0ℓ×1 and V ′ is a basis for the nullspace of A · U , we have a
contradiction. Thus V is a basis for the nullspace of A′.
Finally, recall that the singular values of U are the square roots of the eigenvalues
of UT · U . We have two cases to consider: First, if f is zero, then
rank
(












= 1 and hence k − 2 singular values are 1. Furthermore, note
that
UT · U −
(












· I(k−1) − f
T · f
]
· fT = 0(k−1)×1,
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where we used the fact that f · fT is scalar and hence commutes, we have that fT is
an eigenvector of UT · U , that is, 1 − f · fT is an eigenvalue of UT · U . 










since the nullspace of 01×k is the k × k identity matrix. 
Algorithm 8.7.1. Let a1, . . . , aℓ ∈ R1×k and
A ,
[





Then the following algorithm, based on Fact 8.7.1, yields a basis V for the nullspace
of A.
1) i = 0, V1 = Ik, and ν1 = k.
2) i = i + 1.
3)
[
b1 · · · bνi
]
= ai · Vi.
4) If b1 = · · · = bνi = 0, return to step 2.
5) cj = max (|b1|, . . . , |bνi|).
6) d =
[

























9) Vi = Vi−1 · U and νi = νi−1 − 1.
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10) If i < ℓ, return to step 2.
11) V = Vi.
Remark 8.7.2. By examining the structure of U in Fact 8.7.1 and Algorithm
8.7.1, we can see that, at each step of Algorithm 8.7.1, the nullspace Vi ∈ R
k×νi of
[




is sparse. In particular, we have that
# of nonzero entries of Vi ≤ νi · (k − νi + 1) ,
where, in general, the bound is reached only if A is dense. Hence the density of Vi is
less than or equal (k − νi + 1) /k. 
8.8 Solution
Here we show that all of the real minimizers will indeed be minimizers in the
complex plane.
Fact 8.8.1. Let s and t be nonnegative integers, A and C be given by (8.3), and







































Proof. The necessary conditions of optimality given in Lemma 8.5.1 are the
same for both (8.3) and (8.20). 
Remark 8.8.1. As obvious as Fact 8.8.1 may seem, it is important to remem-
ber that Algorithm 8.6.1 will yield univariate polynomials, which we will then solve
for partial solutions of the necessary conditions of optimality given in Lemma 8.5.1.
However, we have taken no effort to ensure that the zeros of the resulting univariate
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polynomials will be real, which is important since we have posed all of our optimiza-
tion problems over the real domain. Fortunately, Fact 8.8.1 tells us that this is not
an issue, that is, all of the local (and global) minimizers over the real domain will be
a subset of the local minimizers over the complex domain. 
8.9 Example
Here we show an example of a system identification problem that can be solved
using the current technique.
Example 8.9.1. Consider the discrete-time Wiener system
vk = a1 · yk−1 + b0 · uk + b1 · uk−1,
yk = c0 + vk + v
2
k,
for k = 1, . . . , 1000, where u ∈ R is the input, y ∈ R is the output, and for the current
example,
c0 = 0.1, a1 = −0.04, b0 = 0.5, b1 = 0.6,


















Specifically, Figure 8.1 shows the time histories of the input u and output y for the
current example.

























































































−0.6216, 01×4, 1, 01×3, 1, 01×2, 1, 0, 1
]
.














, s.t. Θ · y⊗≤2rglex = 0.
Finally, since the minimizer of the unconstrained portion of (8.21) satisfies the
constraint, we set the sole Lagrange multiplier λ1 = 0. Hence applying Algorithm
8.6.2 (and using Algorithm 8.7.1 in step 3 of Algorithm 8.6.1), we find that for γ1 =
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· · · = γ4 = 5, we have the partial solutions Z1 = {0.1}, Z2 = {−0.04}, Z3 = {0.5},
and Z4 = {0.6}. Hence in this case Algorithm 8.6.2 yields the solution that we would
expect. On the author’s laptop, the algorithm ran in 0.8 seconds. 
8.10 Conclusions
We presented an elimination theory-based method for solving equality-constrained
multivariate polynomial least-squares problems, that is, for determining all of the local
and global minimizers when a finite number of them exist. Furthermore, we showed
that this problem amounts to computing the nullspace of a large sparse matrix, and
then computing the zeros of a scalar, univariate polynomial.
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CHAPTER IX
Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Conclusions
In this work, we have considered polynomial matrix representations of MIMO
discrete-time linear systems and their role in least-squares identification. Since our
focus was the identification of polynomial matrices, we began with the necessary
background concerning polynomial matrices in Chapter II. Specifically, we consid-
ered polynomial matrix representations of MIMO linear systems and their connection
to Markov parameters. We also developed theory and numerical algorithms for trans-
forming polynomial matrix models into Markov parameter models, and vice versa.
In Chapter III, we then considered the notion of persistency within a deterministic,
finite-data context, namely, in terms of the rank and condition number of the regressor
matrix ΦN , which contains input and output data. We also investigated the feasibility
of estimating the degree of a system in terms of the singular values of the regressor
matrix by showing that the rank of the regressor matrix ΦN is related to the degree of
persistency of the input, the degree of the model, and the degree of the true system.
In Chapter IV, we introduced the technique of zero buffering, in which the input
signal begins with a sequence of zeros. Furthermore, we showed that zero-buffering
increased the degree of persistency of a general signal. We then demonstrated the
effectiveness of zero-buffering in increasing the numerical degree of persistency of a
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Schröder-phased signal, which, without zero buffering, yielded a poorly conditioned
regressor matrix. Finally, we showed the importance of good numerical persistency
in identification with an example.
In Chapter V, we addressed the issue of identification in the presence of determin-
istic process or measurement noise. Specifically, we studied how deterministic signals
propagate through polynomial matrix models. We also showed that both the sys-
tem and deterministic noise could be identified exactly via overparametrization using
ordinary least-squares, and then decoupled using one of the many matrix fraction
decomposition techniques available in the literature.
In Chapter VI, we addressed the issue of identification in the presence of random
noise. Specifically, we studied the consistency of the estimates in two scenarios,
namely, the equation-error framework and the case where the input and input noise
were white. In the latter case, we presented an approach based on using least-squares
with a µ-Markov model. Finally, we introduced the concept of semi-consistency and
showed how, using the techniques developed in Chapter II, one could obtain semi-
consistent linear system estimates from semi-consistent Markov parameter estimates.
In Chapter VII, we explored the role of ersatz nonlinearities in parametric and
nonparametric MIMO Hammerstein system identification. In parametric identifi-
cation, where a linear-in-the-parameters structure for the Hammerstein nonlinear-
ity was known, we showed that via overparametrization, the fundamentally bilinear
optimization problem could be recast as a linear optimization problem, and then
decoupled using the singular value decomposition. In nonparametric identification,
we revisited correlation-based Markov parameter estimation techniques, and showed
that the Markov parameters could be estimated semi-consistently using general er-
satz nonlinearities in addition to the linear element. We also introduced the method
of µ-Markov-based Markov parameter estimation with an ersatz nonlinearity, and
showed that numerically this method yielded Markov parameter estimates with a
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lower variance than correlation-based estimates.
In the final chapter, we presented an elimination theory-based method for solving
equality-constrained multivariate polynomial least-squares problems in system iden-
tification. However, while most algorithms in elimination theory rely upon Gröbner
bases and symbolic multivariate polynomial division algorithms, we presented an al-
gorithm which is based on computing the nullspace of a large sparse matrix and the
zeros of a scalar, univariate polynomial.
9.2 Future Work
This dissertation covers just a small part of the system identification literature.
Specifically, we have not touched upon optimal input design, subspace identification,
compressed sensing techniques, prediction error methods, maximum likelihood meth-
ods, etc. However, despite the narrow focus of this dissertation, the least-squares
based methods which we have focused on and developed will continue to play a role
in identification in the years to come due to the computational ease of obtaining a
solution and the availability of a recursive solution. This is because, as we enter an
error pervaded by the massive data sets of bioengineering and financial engineering,
there will always be a need for computational efficient solution methods. Thus future
work will continue to develop extensions to least-squares methods, such as removing
the restriction that the input and input noise are white in Chapters VI and VII.
Finally, at the other end of the spectrum, there will always be a desire to identify
increasingly nonlinear systems. Advances in algebraic geometry are indubitably part
of the solution, whether taking the approach of Chapter VIII or using another method.
In the context of Chapter VIII, there is still much to be done, specifically, exploiting
the structure of the problem and coding the algorithm in a more efficient language





Zeros of Polynomial Matrices
We present an algorithm for determining the zeros of polynomial matrices of
arbitrary degree, normal rank, and dimension. Specifically, we use the singular value
decomposition to reduce the problem to an eigenvalue problem.
A.1 Introduction
Polynomials, as the basis for ordinary differential and difference equations, pervade
almost every aspect of engineering [3,75,76]. Regardless of whether one is working in
the continuous-time domain, where one considers polynomials in the differentiation
operator, in the discrete-time domain, where one considers polynomials in the back-
shift operator, or in any other domain, the zeros of a polynomial typify the dynamics
and overall stability of the problem at hand [3, 77, 78]. Hence the ability to compute
the zeros of a polynomial reliably is of prime importance for practical problems.
When handling scalar polynomials, as is the case for SISO systems, the problem
of determining zeros robustly is well understood, and various algorithms are available
for computing the zeros of a scalar polynomial [79–82]. However, when dealing with
polynomial matrices, the problem is not as clear. Although a theoretical basis for
the zeros of a polynomial matrix is provided via the Smith and Hermite forms, or
the determinant if the the polynomial matrix is square, their computation is typically
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carried out symbolically [13, 15, 17], and hence is not amenable to many practical
applications. Furthermore, although an extensive treatment of linearizations of poly-
nomial matrices can be found [17,83–85], much of the attention has been devoted to
computing the generalized eigenvalues of polynomial matrix linearizations [17,86,87].
However, a simple example (Example A.2.1) we provide in the present chapter shows
that the generalized eigenvalues are not necessarily the same as the zeros, even though
it appears that this fact is known [17, 85]. In fact, an entire literature has sprung up
regarding these ”infinite zeros” which are responsible for the difference between the
generalized eigenvalues of polynomial matrix linearizations and the zeros of polyno-
mial matrices [88, 89].
Here we present a direct, numerical algorithm for computing the zeros of a poly-
nomial matrix which relies solely on the most basic properties of polynomial matrices
and does not encite the need to discuss these ”infinite zeros” or other unnecessary
facts such as row/column reducedness. The contents of the chapter are as follows.
First, we present the necessary preliminaries concerning polynomial matrices, allow-
ing us to build the rest of the chapter from the most basic polynomial matrix facts.
Then, after introducing the problem statement, we present our numerical algorithm
for computing the zeros of a polynomial matrix. Finally, we present several numerical
examples, and conclusions.
A.2 Definitions
In this section, we repeat the definitions of polynomial matrices, normal rank, and
zeros. Although many of these definitions can be found in the literature [17], and in
previous chapters, we repeat them here for completeness.
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Definition A.2.1. Let C0, C1, . . . , Cn ∈ R
p×m and
C(r) , Cnr
n + · · ·+ C1r + C0. (A.1)
Then C ∈ Rp×m[r].
Definition A.2.2.Let C ∈ Rp×m[r] and let n be the smallest nonnegative integer
such that C(r) is of the form (A.1). Then the degree of C(r) is n if C(r) is nonzero,
and −∞ if C(r) is zero.
Remark A.2.1.In the literature, (A.1) is sometimes referred to as a matrix pencil,
with the common case being the linear (or first-degree) matrix pencil C(r) = A−rB.























Definition A.2.4. Let C ∈ Rp×m[r]. Then z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if
rank [C(z)] < nrank [C(r)] .
Definition A.2.4 implies that the zero polynomial matrix and all other constant
matrices have no zeros. Furthermore, the problem of determining the zeros of a
linear matrix pencil with full normal rank is equivalent to the generalized eigenvalue
problem. However, when a first-degree polynomial matrix is rectangular or does not
have full normal rank, then the generalized eigenvalue problem does not, in general,
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return the zeros. This is true for generalized eigenvalue solvers that uses the QZ





















Then nrank [C(r)] = 1 and the only zero of C(r) is α. However, the QZ-algorithm
leaves C(r) unchanged since C(r) is already upper-triangular. Hence generalized
eigenvalue solvers that employ the QZ decomposition return, as generalized eigenval-
ues, the ratios 0/0 and 0/0 [80]. 
A.3 Problem Formulation
Given a polynomial matrix P ∈ Rp×m[r], determine all of the zeros of P (r).
A.4 Zeros of a Polynomial Matrix
In this section we present a method for computing the zeros of a polynomial
matrix. Although some of these results may again be found in the literature [17], we
present them again for completeness with our own proofs, so as to guide the reader
in the development of the algorithm.












Also, let V ∈ Cm×ℓ be a basis for the nullspace of B. Then
nullity (C) = nullity (AV ) . (A.2)
Proof. Let T ∈ Cℓ×k be a basis for the nullspace of AV . Then letting U , V T ,
it follows that CU = 0(p+n)×k.
Next, suppose that U is not a complete basis for the nullspace of C, that is,
suppose there exists an x ∈ N (C) such that x /∈ R (U), where N (·) and R (·) denote
the nullspace and rangespace, respectively. Then since N (C) ⊆ N (B), it follows
that there exists a y ∈ Cℓ×1 such that x = V y and y /∈ R (T ). However, since
y /∈ R (T ), it follows that y /∈ N (AV ), that is, AV y = Ax 6= 0, which contradicts
the assumption that x ∈ N (C). Hence U is a complete basis for the nullspace of C.
Finally, since V is a basis, V has full column rank. Hence U has full column rank.
Furthermore, since the dimension of the nullspace of C and AV both equal k, we
have (A.2). 











Also, let V ∈ Cm×ℓ be a basis for the nullspace of B. Then z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if
and only if z is a zero of A(r)V .
























+ m − ℓ.
Therefore, z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is a zero of A(r)V . 






Also, let V ∈ Cℓ×m be a basis for the left nullspace of B. Then z ∈ C is a zero of
C(r) if and only if z is a zero of V A(r).
Proof. Let A1(r) , A
T (r), B1 , B
T , V1 , V
T , and C1(r) , C
T (r). Then
from Fact A.2.4, z ∈ C is a zero of C1(r) if and only z is a zero of A1(r)V1. Fur-
thermore, since for every x ∈ C, rank (C(x)) = rank (C1(x)) and rank (A1(x)V1) =
rank (V A(x)), it follows that z is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is a zero of C1(r),
and z is a zero of A1(r)V1 if and only if z is a zero of V A(r). Hence z ∈ C is a zero
of C(r) if and only if z is a zero of V A(r). 
Next, we show that the zeros of a polynomial matrix of arbitrary degree are equiva-
lent to the zeros of an easily constructed first-degree polynomial matrix. Furthermore,
since the problem of determining the zeros of a first-degree polynomial matrix can
be viewed as a special case of the generalized eigenvalue problem, the problem of
determining the zeros of a polynomial matrix of arbitrary degree can be viewed as a
special case of the generalized eigenvalue problem.
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−Cn−1 · · · · · · · · · −C0








. . . 0m















where 0m denotes the m × m zero matrix, and 0p×m denotes the p × m zero matrix.
Also, let
A(r) , Er− F.
Then z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is a zero of A(r).
Proof. Let G ∈ Rp×nm[r] denote the first p rows of A(r), and let H ∈






























Then for every x ∈ C,
U(x) ,
[
xn−1Im · · · xIm Im
]T
,
is a basis for the nullspace of H(x). Furthermore,
G(x)U(x) = C(x).














Therefore z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is a zero of A(r). 
Remark A.4.1.Fact A.4.3 shows that the zeros of a polynomial matrix are equiv-
alent to the zeros of an easily constructed first-degree polynomial matrix. However,
even though the problem has been reduced to a first-degree matrix pencil, a general-
ized eigenvalue solver does not necessarily return the zeros of the original polynomial
matrix, as demonstrated in Example A.2.1. The following Proposition, however, pro-
vides a method for computing the zeros of first-degree matrix pencil by first reducing
the problem to a standard eigenvalue problem. 
Proposition A.4.1.Let C ∈ Rp×m[r] be given by (A.1), and let A(r) , E0r−F0
be given by Fact A.4.3. Furthermore,
i) Let i , 0, ℓ0 , (p + [n − 1]m), and k0 , mn.
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ii) Compute the singular value decomposition of Ei, that is, compute the unitary
Ui ∈ Rℓi×ℓi, unitary Vi ∈ Rki×ki, and quasi-diagonal Si ∈ Rℓi×ki such that Ei =
UiSiVi.
iii) Let ri , rank [Ei].
iv) If ri = 0, then go to Step vii). Otherwise, continue.
v) If ri = ℓi, then go to Step vi). Otherwise,
a) Let F ′i ∈ R
ℓi−ri×ki denote the last ℓi − ri rows of the product UTi Fi.
b) Compute a basis Wi ∈ Rki×ji for the nullspace of F ′i using the singular value
decomposition.
c) Increment i, and let ℓi , ri−1 and ki , ji−1.




e) Return to Step ii).
vi) If ri = ki, then go to Step vii). Otherwise,
a) Let F ′i ∈ R
ℓi×ki−ri denote the last ki − ri columns of the product FiV Ti .
b) Compute a basis Ti ∈ Rji×ℓi for the left nullspace of F ′i using the singular
value decomposition.
c) Increment i, and let ℓi , ji−1 and ki , ri−1.






e) Return to Step ii).
vii) If Ei is zero, then C(r) has no zeros. Otherwise, z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if and
only if z is an eigenvalue of E−1i Fi.
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Proof. First, from Fact A.4.3, z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is a zero
of A(r) = E0r − F0.
Next, suppose that r0 < ℓ0. Then












Furthermore, since U0 is unitary, U0 has full rank, and it follows that z ∈ C is a zero
of E0r−F0 if and only if z is a zero of UT0 (E0r − F0). Additionally, since W0 denotes
a basis for the nullspace of F ′0, from Fact A.4.1, we have that z ∈ C is a zero of




0 ) W0 = E1r − F1. Hence, z ∈ C
is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is a zero of E1r − F1.

















0 ) = E1r− F1. Hence, by induction, for every j ∈ [0, i− 1], z ∈ C is a
zero of Ejr − Fj if and only if z is a zero of Ej+1r − Fj+1. Therefore, it follows that
z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is a zero of Eir − Fi.
Finally, if Ei is zero, then there are no points in C at which the pencil Eir−Fi = Fi
drops rank. Hence C(r) has no zeros. However, if Ei is not zero, then it is square
and nonsingular. Hence z ∈ C is a zero of C(r) if and only if z is an eigenvalue of
E−1i Fi. 
Remark A.4.2.Proposition A.4.1 reduces the problem of determining the zeros of
an arbitrary polynomial matrix to the square, regular eigenvalue problem E−1i Fix =
λx. 
Remark A.4.3. If the final Ei in Proposition A.4.1 has full normal rank, but is
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ill-conditioned, then more accurate estimates of the zeros of C(r) may be obtained
by computing the generalized eigenvalues of (Fi, Ei), as opposed to computing the
eigenvalues of E−1i Fi. 
A.5 Numerical Examples
Here we demonstrate the algorithm presented in Proposition A.4.1 with two ex-





















Then, nrank [C(r)] = 1 and the only zero of C(r) is α. Furthermore, the QZ-algorithm
yields, as generalized eigenvalues, the ratios 0/0 and 0/0.


































































Finally, returning to Step ii) and computing the singular value decomposition of
E1, we find that














Therefore, from Step vi), we have that
F ′1 = 0, T1 = 1,
and hence
E2 = 1, F2 = α.
Thus α is the only eigenvalue of E−12 F2 = α and the only zero of C(r). 
Next, we demonstrate how Proposition A.4.1 is used to computed the zeros of
a higher degree polynomial matrix. Although, Proposition A.4.1 can be applied to
problems of arbitrary dimension, normal rank, and degree, we consider a problem with
full normal rank and low enough dimensions so that we can compute the determinant
symbolically, and compare the zeros computed using both methods. Furthermore,
note that when a matrix does not have full normal rank, then one can not compute







6r3 + 4r2 + r + 6 8r3 + 7r2 + 3r + 5












































Furthermore, symbolically computing the determinant of C(r), we find that
det [C(r)] = 5r5 − 7r4 − 62r3 − 37r2 − 13r − 34,





































For this low degree example, we can now use these values as a baseline against which
to check the algorithm we have proposed in Proposition A.4.1. Specifically, from
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Furthermore, computing the singular value decomposition of E0, we find that r0 =














−4.800 4.144 4.144 5.92 −1.776
0.06214 0.06214 0.06214 0.08877 0.9734
−0.1450 0.8550 −0.1450 −0.2071 0.06214
−0.1450 −0.1450 0.8550 −0.2071 0.06214



























3.103 −3.605 −1.369 −0.03930 7.614
−0.1450 −0.1450 0.8550 −0.2071 0.06214
−0.4244 −0.4244 −0.4244 −0.6063 0.1819
0.8550 −0.1450 −0.1450 −0.2071 0.06214














Finally, since the singular values of E1 are
σ(E1) =
{


















0.02797 −6.427 6.204 6.216 2.481
−0.3071 −2.562 1.469 1.338 1.225
0.9723 −2.282 1.749 1.737 1.105
0.02261 −2.198 2.560 2.570 1.552

























































Therefore comparing (A.3) and (A.4), we find that the zeros of C(r) and the eigen-
values of E−11 F1 are equal, that is, the algorithm presented in Proposition A.4.1 has
indeed returned the correct zeros of C(r). Furthermore, in this case, the QZ-algorithm
applied directly to (F0, E0) yields the generalized eigenvalues (A.4) with an additional
eigenvalue at infinity. However, in general, there is no guarantee that the generalized
eigenvalues of the polynomial matrix linearization (F0, E0) will be a subset of the
zeros of polynomial matrix as Example A.2.1 demonstrates. 
A.6 Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm for determining the zeros of polynomial matrices
of arbitrary degree, normal rank, or dimension. Specifically, we used the singular
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